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GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

In the Hell region, that i s , at temperatures below i ts "lambda temperature"
(T = 2.18K), l iquid He can be described in terms of a two-fluid model. Accor-
ding to this model, Hell can be regarded as consisting of two components: a
non-viscous superfluid component with density p ,and a normal viscous component
with density p . The total density p equals the sum of p and p , and is approx-
imately independent of temperature. The densities of the two components are
temperature-dependent. At the lambda temperature, p = 0 and p = p, at zero
temperature, p = 0 and p = p.

In addition to a pressure wave called f i r s t sound, a second longitudinal
hydrodynamic mode exists in Hell. This mode is a temperature or entropy wave and
is called second sound. In a second-sound wave, the normal and superfluid com-
ponents of the l iquid are oscil lating in such a way that the total density of

the l iquid remains approximately constant. This hydrodynamic mode also exists
3 4 3

in superfluid He- He mixtures; in this case, the He impurities take part in
the motion of the normal component.

In this thesis, two different investigations wi l l be presented. In both
investigations a second-sound resonance technique was employed.

The f i r s t part of this thesis deals with the creation of quantized vor-
tices at a constriction between two parts of an apparatus f i l l ed with Hell. A
number of experiments have been carried out, which were attempts (a) to observe
the average rate at which vortices are created at the constriction, and (b) to
observe vortex synchronisation (ac Josephson effect) by making use of second
sound to modulate the flow in the constriction. The constriction was either a
single or i f ice or a large number of parallel channels.

In chapter I , some aspects of the ac Josephson effect in Hell w i l l be re-
viewed. In this chapter, a short discussion wi l l be given of the Richards-
Anderson experiment. The results obtained in this last experiment were at one
time interpreted as being an observation of the ac Josephson effect in Hell.
In chapter I I , the apparatus used in the present investigation wi l l be des-
cribed. In chapter I I I , a review wi l l be given of the various experimental at-
tempts. The conclusion must be that the sought-for effects were not observed.
This is in agreement with the now generally accepted negative result of the
Richards-Anderson experiment.

The second part of this thesis deals with the properties of dilute He- He
3

mixtures in the temperature region 100 mK < T < 650 mK and at He molar concen-



trations in the region O.173xlO"2 < X < l.OOxlO"2. A dilute 3He-4He mixture
can be described in terms of models based on the assumption that the excita-
tions of this system behave l ike a weakly interacting gas. These excitations

3 4
are both the He quasiparticles and, as in pure He, phonons and rotons.

In chapter IV, an experiment wil l be presented in which a second-sound
resonance technique was used to obtain values for both the velocity of second-

3 4sound Ujrand the viscosity n in dilute He- He mixtures. The resonator was of
the Helmholtz-type, with two low-frequency resonance modes. Because of the low

resonance frequencies, the bulk dissipation could be neglected compared to the

transverse viscous dissipation. Consequently, the attenuation of the resonator

was determined mainly by the viscosity of the l iqu id. A detailed analysis of

the resonator wi l l be presented. The analysis provided a theoretical expres-

sion for the shape of the resonance curves which could be f i t ted to the expe-

rimental data for a derivation of values for UJT and n. Results on these quan-

t i t i es wi l l be compared with results from other authors.

In chapter V, the results on the second-sound velocity wi l l be used to

determine values for various parameters in the models describing the He qua-

si particle energy spectrum and the effective interaction between the He quasi-

particles. In particular, a value for the He quasiparticle effective mass m0

wi l l be derived. To this end, a theory, based on these models and succesfully

used at temperatures below the fermi temperature, was modified to be used in
3

the classical regime for the He quasiparticles.
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C H A P T E R I.

AC JOSEPHSON EFFECT IN 4HE II.

1. INTRODUCTION.

In 1962, Josephson [1] predicted the transmission of supercurrents by

means of quantum-mechanical tunnelling through thin insulating barriers sepa-

rating two superconductors. Since 1962, a large number of experiments were

carried out which were a clear experimental verification of the existence of

these quantum interference effects, or "Josephson effects", in superconduc-

tors. In these experiments, the transmission of supercurrents was demonstrated

not only through thin insulating barriers (oxide barriers, e.g. Shapiro [2]),

but also through other "weak links", such as point contacts [3] and narrow

constrictions (e.g. [4]).

The quantum interference effects, or Josephson effects, are generally di-

vided into two types. First, a dc tunnel current can flow through a weak link

in the absence of a voltage difference across this junction. This effect is

called the dc Josephson effect. Secondly, when a constant voltage difference

V is established across the weak link, an oscillating supercurrent flows

through this junction. The frequency v of the current is given by v=(2e/h)V

where e is the charge of an electron and h is Planck's constant. This effect

is called the ac Josephson effect. By electromagnetically irradiating the junc-

tion at a frequency v1, current steps at constant voltage can be observed in

the dc current-voltage characteristic of the junction when V=(h/2e)(n/m)v',

with n and m integers.

The analogy between superconductivity and superfluidity leads to the pre-

diction that, under the right experimental conditions, one should also be able

to observe the Josephson effects in superfluid helium. In 1965, Richards and

Anderson[5 Ireported an experiment the result of which they interpreted to be
4

an observation of the ac Josephson effect in He II. Improved results were
published by Richards [6] in 1970; the experiment was repeated by Khorana and
Chandrasekhar [7] in 1967 and Khorana [8] in 1969, who obtained the same re-
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sui ts . This type of experiment w i l l be referred to henceforth as the Richards-

Anderson experiment.

The interpretation of the Richards-Anderson experiment in terms of the ac

Josephson effect has been cr i t i s ized by Musinski and Douglas [ 9 ] in 1972, and

by Leiderer and Pobell [10] , and Musinski [11] in 1973. These authors repeat-

ed the Richards-Anderson experiment and showed that their results could be ex-

plained in terms of accoustic resonances.

In section 2 of this chapter, the introduction of an order parameter for

the superf luid, and the concept of phase slippage by quantized vortex motion

w i l l be reviewed. In section 3, the Richards-Anderson experiment w i l l be d is-

cussed.

2. ORDER PARAMETER AND PHASE SLIPPAGE BY QUANTIZED VORTEX MOTION.

The fact that a superfluid can be regarded as a condensation of a macros-

copic number of part icles in a single quantum state was f i r s t recognized by

London [ 9 ] . The condensation into an ordered state has an important consequen-

ce: i t gives rise to long-range order in part ic le correlations. This concept

of long-range order (usually called off-diagonal long-range order or ODLRO)

was introduced by Penrose and Onsager [10 ] . To describe the order-disorder

t rans i t ion , an order parameter can be introduced. Above the superfluid t rans i -

t i o n , th is order parameter is equal to zero, below the superfluid t ransi t ion

i t has a non-zero value.

The coherence length of the order parameter can be defined as the short-

est distance over which the order parameter can vary appreciably. For super-

conductors, according to the BCS theory, the coherence length £ is given by

S = foVf/irA, with ft Planck's constant divided by 2ir, v f the velocity of an e-

lectron at the fermi surface, and A the energy gap. For common superconduc-

tors ,
-4 4

is of the order of 10 cm. Due to the fact that the mass of a He
atom is much larger than the mass of an electron, the coherence length in

He I I is much smaller than the coherence length in a common superconductor.

For He I I , the coherence length is generally estimated to be of the order of

the diameter of the core of a vortex, that i s , a few Angstroms.

Anderson [11] uses the following expression for the order parameter

= f ( r , t ) exp [ i <fr ( r , t ) (1)
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The order parameter, or macroscopic wave function of the condensate, is a
complex function. It has a phase <j>(r,t) which is coupled to external forces,

and an amplitude f(r,t) which can be considered as an internal order parame-
2

ter. The number of particles in the condensate is proportional to f (r,t), so
usually one takes f(r,t) = /p s(r,t), where P is the superfluid density.

The phase of the wavefunction changes in time at a rate given by the

Josephson frequency relation [1, 11] :

if- Welt) = „ (2)

where u is the chemical potential per unit mass and m, is the He atomic mass.
From this equation i t follows that, i f a chemical potential difference V^-J^
is applied between two points in the superfluid, their phase difference
changes in time at a rate:

i-̂ o

(3)

As was shown by Anderson, this can happen in two ways. The first way is by a

continuous acceleration of the superfluid. This can be seen by taking the gra-

dient of eq. (2) and relating the velocity of the superfluid v$ to the gra-

dient of the phase of the wavefunction via vs = (h/m^Vcf*.

The second way in which ^-^ can change in time is by phase slippage

due to quantized vortex motion. Because the wave function must be single va-

lued, its phase changes by 2im on going around the core of a vortex line. The

number of quanta of circulation, n, is an integer; in practice, n is almost

always equal to one. Consequently, the phase difference between two points in

the superfluid changes by 2ir if a vortex line crosses all lines between these

points. So, if <dn/dt> is the average rate at which vortices cross the lines

between the points 1 and 2, eq. (3) can be written as:

<dn/dt> * (4)

Finally, consider a chemical-potential difference applied across

13



a smal l , round o r i f i c e . The resul t ing super-cr i t ica l flow through the o r i f i c e

w i l l be accompanied by the generation of quantized vortex r ings, moving down-

stream. The average rate at which these rings are created is also given by

eq. (4) .

3. THE RICHARDS-ANDERSON EXPERIMENT.

A Josephson tunnel junct ion is a very th in oxide barr ier (10 a 20 A ) , se-

parating two superconductors. Since the coherence length in He I I is much

smaller than the coherence length in superconductors, the analog in He I I of

the Josephson tunnel junct ion w i l l be a barr ier with thickness of the order

of the in te rpar t i c le spacing. The construction of such a barr ier w i l l raise

large experimental d i f f i c u l t i e s .
4

In 1965, Richards and Anderson [ 5 ] reported an experiment in He I I ,
using a "weak l i nk " which was considered by these authors to be analogous to

the Anderson-Dayem bridge. The resul t of th is experiment was interpreted as
4

being an observation of the ac Josephson ef fect in He I I . Improved results

were reported by Richards [ 6 ] , the experiment was repeated with the same re-

su l t by Khorana and Chandrasekhar [ 7 ] and Kharana [ 8 ] .

In the Richards-Anderson experiment, two reservoirs f i l l e d with l i qu id

helium are connected via a "weak l i nk " which is a small round hole of -v 10 p

diameter, pierced in th in metal f o i l . A quartz transducer i s located below

the o r i f i c e . With the transducer turned on, the veloci ty in the o r i f i c e is mo-

dulated at the operating frequency of the transducer. The experimental arrange-

ment is schematically drawn in f i g . 1.

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement of the Riohards-
Anderson experiment.
P= plunger; T - transducer.
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A level-difference could be established between the two reservoirs by

means of a plunger (fig. l),or by raising or lowering some other part of the

apparatus. The rate at which the levels equalize corresponds with a velocity

in the orifice of the order of 30 cm/s. This velocity depends only slightly

on the level-difference Az. The difference in chemical potential between the

reservoirs, Ay, is related to the level-difference by Ay = gAz, with g the

gravitational acceleration.

With the quartz transducer turned on, the velocity in the orifice is mo-

dulated at the operating frequency of the transducer, v • Above a threshold

in the drive voltage applied to the transducer, liquid is pumped out of the

reservoir above the orifice. This results in an increasing level-difference.

Changes of slope or even "steps" in the Ay-t characteristic were reported,

which occurred at values of Ay, given by

(5)

with n1 and n2 integers. The step-structure was interpreted as a synchronisa-
tion of the creation of single quantized vortex rings at the or i f ice caused
by the sinusoidal velocity modulation in the or i f ice. This leads to anoma-
lies in the Ay-t characteristic at those values cf Ay which correspond to a
creation of n2 vortices in nj cycles of the modulation. As in the Anderson-
Dayem experiment in superconductors, this vortex-synchronisation i s , in fact,
equivalent to the ac Josephson effect.

This interpretation of the observed step-structure has been cri t is ized
by Musinski and Douglass [9 ] in 1972, and by Leiderer and Pobell [10] , and
Musinski [11] in.1973. These authors repeated the Richaras-Anderson experi-
ment and concluded that the step-structure they observed was caused not by the
ac Josephson effect, but by acoustic resonances between the fo i l and the free
surface of the helium in the reservoir above the or i f ice. The fact that the
steps occurred at certain values of z rather than at certain values of Az, and
the fact that the step-height was proportional to v and not to v , were the
main arguments for their conclusion. In a paper published in 1973, Rudnick
[15] showed theoretically that stable acoustic states can occur in a Richards-
Anderson experiment and can indeed account for the observed step-structure in
the z-t characteristic.

In a comment on the experiments mentioned above, Anderson and Richards

15



[16] have stressed that in their original experiment 15], acoustic resonances

could not have caused the observed step-structure. Nevertheless, the conclu-

sion seems justified that the result of the Richards-Anderson experiment can not
4

be interpreted in terms of the ac Josephson effect in He II. An experiment

carried out by us, likewise did not show experimental evidence for the exis-

tence of thi<

chapter III.

tence of this effect in 4He II. This latter experiment will be presented in
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C H A P T E R II

THE PARALLEL-FLOW APPARATUS.

1. INTRODUCTION.

In the experiments which will be presented in the next chapter, an appa-

ratus is used in which a stationary chemical potential difference could be

applied across a constriction. This apparatus will be henceforth referred to

as the parallel-flow apparatus.

In section 2 of this chapter, the principle of the apparatus will be des-

cribed. In section 3, the experimental set-up is presented, together with the

method of detection and generation of second sound and the three different

constrictions which have been used in the various experiments.

2. PRINCIPLE OF THE APPARATUS.

The apparatus is schematically drawn in fig. 1. The closed circuit, com-

pletely filled with liquid helium, consists essentially of the following ele-

ments: a constriction, a superleak, and a capillary. The constriction is ei-

ther a single orifice or a large number of short parallel channels. The upper

part of the circuit is in thermal contact with the main bath. Via superleaks,

standpipes have been attached to the circuit in order to allow for measurements

of the chemical-potential drop across the constriction

Normal-fluid and superfluid velocities in the circuit can be created

with the heater H^, located between the capillary and the superleak. If 6. is

the energy dissipated per second in H^, the normal-fluid velocity in the ca-

pillary (v n) c is given by:

17



CON

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the

apparatus:

CON = constriction

S = Superleak

H. = Heater

VC = Vacuum chamber.

i

with 0 the cross-sectional area of the capil lary, p the total helium density,

a the entropy per unit mass, and T the temperature.

The normal-fluid flow has to be accompanied by a superfluid flow towards

H*. In general, there is a superfluid velocity (v )~ in the constriction and

a superfluid velocity (v ) in the capillary. The requirement of mass conser-

vation gives a relation between the three velocities:

" <Wvs>f = (2)

with Oj. the cross-sectional area of the constriction and p and p the normal
f lu id and superfluid densities. The velocities are taken positive in a clock-
wise direction. Here i t should be noted that the velocities in this chapter
are averaged values over the cross-section of capillary or constriction.

A second relation between the two superfluid velocities follows from the
principle of quantisation of superfluid circulation:

(3)

where the integer n is the number of quanta of circulation, h is Planck's

18



4
constant, and m. is the He atomic mass.

At' low values of Q*, the chemical-potential drops in the circuit are

found to be equal to zero within the experimental accuracy. In this case the

flow in the capillary is the so-called NRS flow (Nonrestricted Superfluid

Flow), investigated by several authors (e.g. [1,2 ] ). At higher values of Q*,

a chemical-potential drop appears across the capillary (Avi_) and across the

constriction (Ayf):

Since the velocities in the superleaks are always sub-critical, the chemical-

potential drops over these superleaks may be assumed to be equal to zero. In the

presence of chemical-potential drops in the circuit, the two superfluid velo-

cities and the integer n will adjust themselves in such a way that eq. (1)

is satisfied and, averaged in time, Ayc is equal to Ayf. The chemical-poten-

tial drop Ay will be defined as:

Ay = <Ayf> = <Ayc> = <^ - y5>. (6)

Since the temperatures T^ and l^ are both equal to the temperature of the main

bath, Ay is equal to

Ay = <yj - y5> = g<h1 - hg>, (7)

with g the gravitational acceleration. This implies that the chemical-poten-

tial drop over the constriction can be determined by measuring the helium le-

vels h, and he.

For an evaluation of the velocity in the constriction when Ay f 0, equa-

tion (2) is not sufficient since also the superfluid velocity in the capil-

lary is unknown. In order to determine the latter, knowledge of the relation

between Ay and the two velocities in the capillary would be required. Since

a complete theory or description is lacking one has, to this end, to take re-

cource to empirical relations found in similar circumstances.

19



glass stand- pipe

superleak S34...

pumping line
vacuum chamber

W —filling capillary

— glass stand-pipe

capacitor

thermometer T5

- heater H5

vacuum chamber

capillary

— — superleak S35

•< —inner cylinder

| outer cylinder

- heater H4

thermometer JA

\j}i~ - ;-„ sintered copper

Fig. 2. The parallel-flow apparatus.
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According to v.d. Heyden et al. [ 2] , the effective equation of motion

for the superfluid in the capillary can be written for stationary flow as:

(8)

with z the length of the capillary, F the mutual friction force introduced

by Gorter and Mellink [3], and zF' a pressure drop connected with the super-

fluid. Empirical expressions for iF's as a function of (v ) are given by van

der Heyden et al.. Two different capillaries have been used, their inner dia-
-2 -1meters were 10 cm and 10 cm. Only for the wider capillary, values for F

can be derived from measurements on second-sound attenuation by Wiarda 14].

Now the experimental relation between Ap and (v n) r can be used to determine

values for (v ) .

Finally it should be emphasized that, as a consequence of the complicated

method used, only a rough estimate is obtained for the value of the superfluid

velocity in the capillary. However, knowledge of the value of this velocity

is not essential for the various experiments which have been carried out with

this apparatus.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP.

3.1. The apparatus.

The apparatus is shown in fig. 2. Its main part is made of brass, the

various tubes are made of german silver or stainless steel. Glass standpipes

are used to measure the helium levels h-̂  and hg.

A stainless steel filling capillary of 0.8 mm diameter is attached to

volume 2. Pure He is used for the measurements and is condensed into the ap-

paratus through this capillary.

All energy dissipated in the apparatus during the measurements flows

eventually to the main bath through the wall between volume 2 and the main

bath. The Kapitza resistance between the liquid and this wall causes a tempe-

rature difference (T?"^bath^ which> according to the fountain effect, results

in a level-difference between the filling capillary and the glass standpipes.

Since this influences thelevels h1 and hg, (
T2"Tbath^ lias to be ̂ 1mited ̂  making

a large surface area available for the exchange of heat with the main bath.

21



This is achieved by separating the vacuum chamber from the main bath with a

double-cylinder construction which consists of two concentrical cylinders,

closed at the bottom and soldered at the top to a flat ring. The whole assem-

bly is attached to the rest of the apparatus by indium seals and M4 bolts.

The space between the cylinders is connected to volume 2 via a number of

holes. The wall of the outer cylinder is threaded at both sides; sintered

copper discs are attached to both sides of the bottom of the outer cylinder.
3 2

As a result of this construction, an effective surface area of 2.5x10 cm is

available for the exchange of heat with the main bath, so that changes in h,

and hg due to changes in (l^'^batiJ were negligible.

The inner diameter of each of the glass standpipes is 1.65 mm, the inner

and outer diameters of the german silver tube at volume 1 are 15.0 mm and

16.0 mm respectively.

Three different constrictions have been used, they will be described in

section 3.4. The constriction is mounted in the apparatus with indium seals

and brass bolts. The inner diameter and length of the stainless steel capil-

lary between the volumes 4 and 5 were either 100 ym and 1.0 cm respectively,

or .10 cm and 5.0 cm respectively.

The superleaks S ^ and S3c are thin-walled stainless steel tubes, both

with an inner diameter of 2.5 mm and an outer diameter of 3.0 mm, filled with

jeweller's rouge packed over a length of 1.5 cm and 2.1 cm respectively. The

superleak S,* is a thin-walled stainless steel tube of inner diameter 5.8 mm

and outer diameter 6.4 mm, filled with jeweller's rouge over a length of

2.0 cm.

Allen & Bradley resistors (100 fi, 0.1 Watt) are used at several places

in the apparatus to measure the temperatures T,, T^, T 3, T», T 5, and T. ...

These resistors were calibrated against the He vapour pressure, using the

T^g scale. The heater H» is made of constantan wire with a diameter of 50 ym

The heaters H,, Hp, and He are carbon resistors and were used for calibra-

tion purposes.

3.2. Registration of a helium level

The helium levels hj and hg in the glass standpipes can be measured with
a cathetometer. The accuracy of this method is t 0.01 mm.

In order to obtain a continuous registration of h5, a capacitive level

detection method is employed. Parallel with the glass standpipe, a
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Fig. S. Clapp oscillator.

C = cylindrical capacitor

CJ = 47 pF

C2 = 39 pF

L - 56 vH

cylindrical capacitor is attached. The capacitor used for most of the measu-

rements is made of copper, and is shown in fig. 2. The inner radius of the outer

electrode is 1.50 mm, the outer radius of the central electrode is 0.60 mm.

The annular spacing is 0.90 ± 0.02 mm over the whole length of 4.0 cm. Top

and bottom are closed with Electrovac vacuum seals.

The capacitor is part of a transistorized Clapp oscillator [5], using a

RCA 3N128 mosfet as active element (fig. 3). The capacitors C^ and C~ are

47 pF and 39 pF respectively, the induction L is 56 uH. The supply voltage is

3V, the power dissipated in the circuit « 10 mW. Except for the power supply,

the whole circuit is immersed in the main helium bath, close to the cylindri-

cal capacitor, in order to avoid additional capacitances.

The frequency of operation of the oscillator is given by:

(15)

The frequency is monitored at the power supply, using a HP 300B + 5308A timer/

counter system including a 5311B Digital-Analog converter. The output signal

of the converter is registered on a X-t recorder.

The capacitance per unit length of a cylindrical capacitor is equal to:

C = 5.56
ln(R2/R1)

pF/cm, (16)

where Rj and Rg are the radii of outer and inner cylinder. This leads to a
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capacitance of 2.43 pF for the 4.0 cm long main part of the capacitor and a

total capacitance of 3.10 pF. The difference in the dielectric constant be-

tween liquid and vapour is 0.057 [6], which leads to a sensitivity of dC/dhg=

3.46xlO"3 pF/mm.

The frequency of operation is 10.4 MHz, which is considerably less than

the calculated value of 13.0 MHz. This difference is probably caused by an

additional capacitance and the fact that the value of the different components

in the circuit may change during cooling. The extra capacitance also limits

the sensitivity of this detection method to df/dh5 * -1600 Hz/mm. Since

A(h5-h1) = 1.045 Ah5, the actual sensitivity is df/d(hg-h1) « -1530 Hz/mm.

Because of fluctuations of t 20 Hz, the resolution is 0.01 mm.The dependence

of the frequency of operation on the supply voltage is 20 Hz/mV.

3.3. Detection and transmission of second sound.

Since the second-sound detectors and transmitters are used over a fre-

quency range extending up to 100 KHz, it is necessary that they are thin, flat,

and of low heat capacity.

The second-sound detectors used in this research are thin slices of car-
2 2

bon of thickness 15-25 nm and of surface area 1.5x3 mm , attached to a glass back

ground of 0.35 mm thickness. The detectors were made from Allen & Bradley re-

sistors (10 a, 1/8 Watt) which were cut in two along their axes, glued on

glass, and polished unti l the required thickness was reached. Afterwards, the
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glass background was polished, and povin leads (0 = 0.05 mm) were attached
with silver paint. Because of their low heat capacity, these detectors can be
used at frequencies up to at least 150 kHz in the temperature region between
T = 1.2 K and T = 1.9 K.

The temperature dependence of an arbitrary second-sound detector is shown
in fig. 4. The steepness l/R(dR/dT) varies from 1.1 to 2.5 between T = 1.9 K
and T = 1.2 K. The oscillating resistance of the detector is converted into
an ac voltage by applying a dc current through the detector. The detector cur-
rent is supplied by a current source, consisting of a power supply in series
with a 1 Mi! resistor.

The detected second-sound signal depends linearly on the detector current
up to currents of about 20 yA. At higher currents, the increase in temperature
of the detector causes a decrease in sensitivity.

For the detection of the second-sound signals, which were usually well
below the noise level, an Ortec Brookdeal 9501 ^ock-in amplifier is used in
combination with an Ortec Brookdeal 5001 differential preamplifier. With this
combination, signals as small as 0.1 yV can be detected, which corresponds
with temperature amplitudes of the order of 0.1 VK, A block diagram of the
electronic equipment used for the generation and detection of second sound
is shown in fig. 5.

OSC

REC

DVM

SST

I—VWV- i ! SSD

LIA F ZAMP
C S

Fig. S, Block diagram of the electronic equipment for the generation

and detection of second sound.

OSC = oscillator; F = filters DVM = digital voltage meter;

V- = reference voltage; REC = recorder; LIA = lock-in ampli-

fier; AMP = amplifier; CS -•= current source; SST = second-sound

transmitter; SSD = second-sound detector.
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The detected signal contains a pick-up signal of the transmitted frequen-

cy. At high frequencies this signal can be up to more than 40 dB above the

second-sound signal. However, since the second-sound frequency is twice the

transmitted frequency, the pick-up signal can be eliminated using a low-pass

filter between the preamplifier and the lock-in amplifier. This filter is a

Krohn-Hite filter, type 3202, used as a 48 dB/octave low-pass filter. The cut-

off frequency is set at 1.5 times the transmitted frequency.

The signal source for the transmitter is a HP 4204A oscillator. The out-

put signal from this oscillator contains a small component of the double fre-

quency. To prevent small parts of this signal being added to the second-sound

signal, the signal from the oscillator is passed through a second Krohn-Hite

filter.

For the investigation of the noise received on the second-sound detec-

tors, a HP 3721A Correlator in combination with a HP 3720A Spectrum Display

is used.

3.4. Constrictions.

Three different combinations of constriction and second-sound resonator

have been used. The constrictions will be denoted by CO, CFI and CFII. Con-

striction CO is a single orifice and is used in combination with a stainless

steel capillary of 10D ym inner diameter and 1.0 cm length. In the con-

strictions CFI and CFII, Nuclepore polycarbonate filters, type N60 CPR 01300,

are used. This type of filter contains a large number of parallel channels

with a diameter of 0.6 ym and a length of 10 ym. The number of pores per cm

is 3x10 . The filters are glued onto a brass foil of thickness 100 ym, con-

taining either a round hole (CFI) or a slit (CFII). Both constrictions CFI

and CFII have been used in combination with a stainless steel capillary of

Fig. 6. Combination of constriction CO

and resonator.

SST - second-sound transmitter

SSD = second-sound detector.
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0.1 cm inner diameter and 5.0 cm length. The various constrictions are mount-
ed in the apparatus with indium seals.

(1). CO: The f i r s t combination of resonator and constriction is shown in f i g .
6. The or i f ice is a small round hole of~10 pm diameter, pierced in copper fo i l
of thickness 15 pm. The Helmholz resonance frequencies of the resonator are
-v 1.2 kHz and <\< 1.8 kHz. A large number of resonance frequencies up to «v» 20
kHz could be used in the experiment.

(2). CFI: The second combination is shown in f i g . 7. The direction of the su-
perfluid velocity in the pores of the f i l t e r is indicated by an arrow. The
f i l t e r is glued onto the inflow side of a piece of brass fo i l of thickness
100 v>m containing a round hole of 500 pm diameter. At the inflow side of
the constriction, standing second-sound waves can be excited between the f i l -
ter and a mylar str ip containing the transmitter and the detector. A bottom
view of CFI is shown in f i g . 7b. The distance between the f i l t e r and the my-
lar str ip is 0.21 cm. At the outflow side of the constriction, a second-sound
resonance can be established between the fo i l and another mylar s t r ip . The
distance between the fo i l and this mylar str ip is 0.30 cm, so at T = 1.5 K,
the fundamental frequencies above and below the constriction are 4.8 kHz and
3.4 kHz respectively. The direction in which the normal-fluid and superfluid
components of the l iquid are oscil lating in the second-sound wave is parallel
to the direction of the superfluid flow in the pores of the f i l t e r .

(3). CFII: The third combination is shown in f i g . 8. Here the opening in the

fo i l is a s l i t of length .132 cm and width .013 cm. The f i l t e r is glued onto

the outflow side of the f o i l . Standing second-sound waves can be established

SiVlJi/lv^ —rH moylor strip

(a) • (b)

Fig. 7. Combination of constriction CFI and resonator: (a), cross-

section, (b). bottom view of the central part. SST - second-

sound transmitter; SSD = second-sound detector.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8, Combination of constriction CFII and resonator: (a), cross-

section, (b). bottom view of the central part- SST = second-

sound transmitter; SSD - second-sound detector.

at the outflow side of the filter. The opposite walls of the resonator are

formed by the transmitter and detector, located parallel to the slit and per-

pendicular to the filter. Their distance is 5.1x10 cm, so at T = 1.5 K the

resonance frequencies are multiples of 19.8 kHz. The direction in which the

normal-fluid and superfluid components of the liquid in the second-sound wave

are oscillating is perpendicular to the direction of the flow in the pores of

the filter. A bottom view of CFII is shown in fig. 8b.
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C H A P T E R III.

ATTEMPTS TO OBSERVE QUANTIZED VORTEX CREATION.

1. INTRODUCTION.

As was reviewed in chapter I, the phase <)>(r,t) of the wave function of the

superfluid changes in time at a rate given by the Josephson frequency relation

[1]:

4
with y the chemical potential per unit mass, m. the He atomic mass, and ft

Planck's constant h divided by 27r. I f a chemical-potential difference Ap is
applied between two points in the superfluid, the difference in phase between
these points changes at a rate proportional to Ap. Anderson [2 ] has shown that,

4
i f two reservoirs f i l l ed with Hell are connected via a small round or i f i ce , a
creation of quantized vortex rings at the or i f ice can account for this "phase

slippage" between the two reservoirs. The concept of phase slippage by quan-

tized vortex motion implies that the average rate at which vortex rings are

created is given by:

<> = ^

In this chapter, a number of experiments w i l l be presented in which we in-
vestigated the influence of second sound on the creation of vortices at a con-
st r ic t ion, and vice versa. The constriction was either a single or i f ice or a
large number of short parallel channels. The experiments were carried out in
the parallel-flow apparatus which was described in chapter I I . With this appa-
ratus, a stationary difference in chemical potential could be applied across
the constriction. Special care was taken to localize this chemical-potential
drop at the constriction.
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The first experiment, motivated by the apparently succesful result of the
Richards-Anderson experiment [3,4,5,6] and carried out in 1972/1973, was a

4
search for the ac Josephson effect in Hell. Second sound was used to modulate
the flow in an orifice of «v 10 ym diameter, in an attempt to synchronize the

creation of vortices at this orifice. This experiment will be presented in

section 2.

In a second experiment, the single orifice was replaced by a large number

of parallel channels of 0.6 urn diameter. In the presence of a chemical-poten-

tial drop across the constriction, sufficient vorticity was created to cause a

detectable attenuation of a second-sound resonator located at the outflow side

of the constriction. This experiment was a search for (a) anomalies in the

chemical-potential drop across the channels, which could be attributed to a

vortex synchronisation, and (b) anomalies in the second-sound attenuation which

could be attributed to such a synchronisation. Two different combinations of

constriction and resonator were used. Runs were carried out with either an anti-

node in the temperature oscillation or an anti-node in the oscillation of the

normal and superfluid components of the liquid at the outflow side of the con-

striction. This experiment will be presented in section 3.

Finally, the same combinations of constriction and resonator were used in

a search for second-sound signals which are expected to accompany the creation

of vortices. This experiment will be presented in section 4.

All experiments which are presented in this chapter showed a negative re-

sult with respect to the observation of the rate of quantized vortex creation.

2. EXPERIMENT ON A SINGLE ORIFICE.

In this section an experiment will be described which was an attempt to
4

observe the ac Josephson effect in He II. In this experiment, as in the
Richards - Anderson experiment, a small round orifice of <\» 10 ym diameter was

supposed to act as a "weak link" between two parts of an apparatus filled with

liquid helium. Like the Richards - Anderson experiment, the present experiment

can be considered to be analogous to the Anderson-Dayem experiment [7] in super-

conductors. In this latter experiment, a weak link was used with dimensions of

the order of the coherence length. Since the diameter of our orifice is much

larger than the coherence length (in He the coherence length is much smaller

than in superconductors), it is not certain whether this orifice acts as a suf-

ficiently weak link. Nevertheless, this type of link was chosen because of the
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apparently succesful result of the Richards-Anderson experiment.
Compared to the lat ter experiment, there are two important differences.

Fi rs t ly , in our apparatus i t is possible to apply a stationary difference in
chemical potential across the or i f ice. Secondly, second sound was used instead
of f i r s t sound to modulate the flow in the or i f ice in an attempt to synchronize
the creation of vortices.

The combination of or i f ice and second-sound resonator is shown in f i g . 6
of chapter I I . I t can be mounted in the apparatus with the resonator either at
the inflow side or at the outflow side of the or i f ice. Modulation on the flow
in the or i f ice occurs as a result of the temperature oscil lation in the second-
sound wave at the or i f ice. Consequently, the modulation on the superfluid ve-
locity in the or i f ice was at least one order of magnitude smaller than in the
Richards-Anderson experiment. The modulation wi l l depend on the temperature;
i t increases at decreasing superfluid density, that is at increasing tempera-
ture.

The experiment is based upon the expectation that, at certain values of
Ay, a "Josephson" superfluid flow with a non-zero average value can pass through
the or i f ice, as a result of a synchronisation of the creation of vortex rings at
the or i f ice. The resulting change in (v ) * w i l l cause a "step-structure" in the
Ay, ( v ) -characteristic of the apparatus, with "steps" at those values of Ay
which are given by (see chapter I ) :

n i h

*v=^ i ^ vss • <3)

Here n, and n« are integers and v is the second-sound frequency.

The steps in the Ay, (vn)c-characteristic are expected to occur in the

following way. Suppose Ay is a function only of the relative velocity in the
capil lary, (vn)_ - (v.)_, and has such a value that Ay = (ni/n^ib/m.jv . Nown c s c -I c H ss
i f (vn)r i s s l ight ly increased, an appropriate decrease in (v ) f can cause an
increase in (v ) by such an amount that the relative velocity in the capil la-s c
ry, and consequently the chemical-potential drop Ay, remains unchanged. Accor-

ding to the requirement of conservation of mass (eq. (2) in chapter I I ) , the

step-height (Av„)„ „_„ will be related to the maximum change in the superfluid ve-

locity in the or i f i ce , (Avc) f mav by:
o I }lllaA

f (4)
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13

Fig, 1. Example of the chemical-potential drop across the
orifices, pAy3 as a function of the normal-fluid ve-
locity in the capillary, (v ) .

ft G

In practice, the dependence of Ap on (v ) and (v_)_ will be more complicated.
n c s c

Hence eq. (4) is only an estimate of the step-height.
An example of the chemical-potential drop pAp as a function of (v ) is

shown in f i g . 1. The curves in this figure reproduced poorly after recycling
to room temperature. Sometimes one, sometimes two branches were observed. I f ,
as in f i g . 1, two branches were present, crossings from one branch to the other
could be observed. The existence of two branches implies two different sets of
values for (v s ) c and (v g ) f for which the average chemical-potential drops over
the capillary and over the constriction are equal. With the resonator located
at the outflow side, part of the energy dissipated in the second-sound trans-
mitter flows to volume 2 through the or i f ice. This causes a small temperature
drop across the constriction and a small shi f t in the Ap, (v ) -characteristic
towards smaller values of (v ) .

Experiments were carried out at temperatures between 1.2 K and 1.9 K with
the resonator located either at the inflow- or at the outflow side of the
or i f ice. At these temperatures for various second-sound amplitudes and at
second-sound frequencies up to 20 kHz, the Ap, ( v ) -characteristic of the ap-

n c
paratus was measured. No steps or significant instabilities were observed.
Hence we conclude that in the superfluid flow in the orifice no change larger
than a few cm/s occured which could be ascribed to the ac Josephson effect. A
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change in (v ) „ of 28 cm/s, as was suggested by the Richards-Anderson experi-

ment, certainly did not occur.

3. EXPERIMENTS ON A LARGE NUMBER OF PARALLEL CHANNELS.

3.1. Introduction.

In general, the creation of vortex rings ata constriction will cause an at-
tenuation of a second-sound resonance at the outflow side of this constriction.
In the experiment on the single or i f i ce , not enough vort ic i ty was created for
this attenuation to be detectable. For this reason, further experiments were
carried out with the single or i f ice replaced by a large number of parallel
channels. Since in this case vortex rinqs are created at each of the channels at
the same average rate, the resulting second-sound attenuation w i l l be large
enough to be detected.

As in the experiment on the single or i f i ce , second sound was used to mo-
dulate the flow in the or i f ice in an attempt to synchronize the creation of
vortices. Both the second-sound attenuation and the Au, ( v ) -characteristic
were investigated for anomalies which either might provide evidence for the
relation between the rate of vortex creation and Ay (eq. (2)), or could be at-
tributed to a synchronisation of the creation of vortices.

Two different arrangements were used, the constrictions of which are de-
noted by CFI and CFII. They are described in section 2.4 of chapter I I . The
basic part of these constrictions is a Nuclepore polycarbonate f i l t e r contain-
ing a large number of parallel channels.

In the resonator belonging to CFI, the normal and superfluid components
of the l iquid are oscil lating in the second-sound wave in a direction parallel
to the direction of the flow in the channels. The temperature oscil lation at
the outflow side of the channels was always at an anti-node, causing a modu-
lation of the velocity in the channels.

In the resonator belonging to CFII, the normal and superfluid components
of the l iquid are oscil lating in the second-sound wave in a direction perpen-
dicular to the direction of the flow in the channels. Only a small part of the
f i l t e r was used, in the shape of a s l i t . Below the middle of the s l i t there
is either an anti-node in the temperature oscil lation or an anti-node in the
oscil lation of both components of the l iqu id, dependent on the resonance fre-
quency .
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Since there are no significant differences between the results obtained
with the two constrictions, the experiment with CFI wi l l be presented only
brief ly in section 3.2. The experiment with constriction CFII w i l l be present-
ed in more detail in section 3.3. In this section, a run with CFII w i l l be
shown; a rough estimate wi l l be made for the superfluid velocity in the chan-
nels of the f i l t e r , and the second-sound attenuation during the run wi l l be
discussed and compared to the second-sound attenuation found at other tempe-
ratures and second-sound frequencies.

3.2. Experiment with CFI.

Most of the measuring runs were carried out at frequencies between 10kHz

and 20kHz, and at temperatures between 1.3K and 1.7K. The measuring procedure

will be described in the next section. In the second-sound wave, the tempera-

ture oscillation at the outflow side of the channels was always at an anti-

node, causing a modulation of the velocity in these channels.

In the presence of a chemical-potential drop across the constriction, at-

tenuation was observed in the resonator at the outflow side of the filter. No

attenuation was found in the resonator at the inflow side of the constriction.

Although there are some small differences in the behaviour of the atte-

nuation as a function of Ay, as compared to the experiment with CFII, the ge-

neral conclusion given at the end of the next section also applies to the ex-

periment carried out with CFI. The experiment yields a negative result; no

experimental evidence was found for the existence of a relation between Ay and

the rate of vortex creation (eq. (2)).

3.3. Experiment with CFII.

Because of the negative result of the experiment with CFI, i t was decided
to use a different arrangement which provided more possibi l i t ies. Measurements
were carried at temperatures T = 1.3K and T = 1.5K.

3.3.1. Example of a run with CFII.

In most of the measuring runs, both with CFI and CFII, the chemical-po-

tential drop pAy was slowly changed by varying the amount of energy, Q*, dis-
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si pated per unit time in the heater H^. The rate of change in pAu was taken
low enough for the flow in the c i rcui t to be quasi-stationary. During the
run, the level he and the output signal from the lock-in amplifier, V . t ,
were registered on a two-channel X-t recorder.

Runs were carried out in the following way. First ("5)0 and (V, .)« were
registered, which are notations for the values of h5 and V. . at Q4 = 0. Next,
a voltage difference v^ was switched on across H4 in order to create a che-
mical-potential drop pAy of about 100 dyne/cm. In this case, the average
rate at which vortices were created at the constriction was at least 10 times
the second-sound frequency. When a stationary flow was established in the
c i rcu i t , V̂  was slowly decreased by means of a motor-driven ten-turn poten-
tiometer. Discrete values of V* were marked on the recorder chart. When pAp
had become equal to zero within the experimental accuracy, V« was switched
off and an eventual zero-shift in (115)0 anc' ^det^O was ^S is t 6 1 "^ - Tne whole
run was completed in about one hour.
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Fig. 2. Typical example of a run with CFII. For arrows: see text.

(a): helium level hc as a function of time; (b): second-o
sound signal VAP+ °-S a function of time.
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A typical example of a registration on a recorder chart of a run with
constriction CFII at T=1.5K is shown in f i g . 2a,b. At the point marked by (1),
V̂  was switched on. At the point (2), the motordriven potentiometer was start-
ed; at the point (3) the voltage difference V4 was switched off again. The time-
constant of the lock-in amplifier was 1 s. The second-sound frequency v was
one of the resonance frequencies; values for vgs and (Vde t)Q were v =79.38kHz
and (Vdet)0=5.4 yV. At Q4=0, the quality factor, defined as the resonance fre-
quency divided by the width of the resonance curve, was QQ=215. During the run
the temperature at the outflow side of the constriction (T3) was kept constant.
For low values of Vd e t , this signal shows rather large instabi l i t ies. For high-
er values of Vd f i t , the fluctuations in the second-sound signal are s t i l l larger
than at Ay = 0. Both in f i g . 2a and in f i g . 2b, the positions where Ay=—nv
are marked with arrows ( n = | , 1 , 2 , 3, 4, 5). 4

3.3.2. Velocity in the constriction.

The relation between pAy and the normal-fluid velocity in the capil lary,

(v n ) c , is shown in f i g . 3, together with results from a run with the same con-

str ic t ion but without the f i l t e r . This relation is used to make a rough est i -

mate of the superfluid velocity in the constriction. This is done by estimating

the superfluid velocity in the capil lary, using empirical relations for the

flow in the capillary found by v.d. Heijden et a l . [8 ] in similar circumstances,

Fig. 3. Cubic root of the chemical-poten-
tial drop pAy as a function of
the normal-fluid velocity in the
capillary, (v ) .

/Z G

• : run with CFII.

O : run with CFII without the

filter.
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pV-0

Fig. 4. The (v jD )-diagram for the capillary.
• .- raw witfz CFII.

O ." rarc wi£ft CFII without the filter.

together with values for the mutual f r i c t i o n force derived from measurements

on second-sound attenuation (Wiarda [ 9 ] ) . Values fo r (v ) can be determined
s c

in this way only for values of (v n) c up to 4.7 cm/s, since for higher normal-

fluid velocities sufficient data on F are lacking.
o n

The values for (v ) which were found in this way are shown in a (v ,v )-

diagram for the capillary (fig. 4). The dotted lines in this diagram corre-

spond to (v n) c = (v s) c, Ay = 0 (NRS flow) and Pv c = P S ( V S ) C + P n(v n) c = 0

(pure counterflow). The superfluid velocity in the slit, (v s) sp is given in

terms of (v s) c and (V n) c by:

si
(4)

where 0c/0s i is the ratio of the cross-sectional areas of the capillary and
the s l i t . The value for this ratio is 4.58. In f i g . 5, ( v s ) s l is plotted as a
function of pAp. Values for (vs)s^ are shown for runs with CFII both with and
without the f i l t e r .

For pAy>5 dyne/cm ,(vs)s l is found to be constant. Since the effective open sur-
face area of the f i l t e r is 8.4% of i ts total surface area, this means that the
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Fig. S. Superfluid velocity in the slit,
(v ) 7J as a function of p&y.

S S Is

• : run with CFII.

O : run with CFII without the fil-

ter.

superfluid velocity in the channels of the f i l t e r has a constant value of 33
cm/s. This value agrees quite well with the value of * 28 cm/s, only weakly
depending on Au,as reported by Richards and Anderson [3 ] for a single or i f ice
of * 10 urn diameter. On the other hand, ( v g ) f is one order of magnitude smal-
ler than the velocities reported on f i l t e r material by other authors (e.g. re-
cently by Guenin and Hess [10] on a f i l t e r with channels of 2 urn diameter).
For p&y < 5 dyne/cm , values for (v ) f are found, larger than 33 cm/s. This is
either a consequence of the large uncertainty in these values, or the result
of a different dissipation mechanism in the f i l t e r .

Fig. 5. shows that indeed the chemical-potential drop is located adequa-
tely at the channels of the f i l t e r , as is required for the experiments.

Here i t should be emphasized again that, as a consequence of the indirect
way in which the superfluid velocity in the capillary is calculated, the va-
lues reported for (v ) f are only rough estimates for the superfluid velocity
in the pores of the f i l t e r .

3.2.3. Second-sound attenuation.

As can be seen from fig. 2b, instabilities or fluctuations occur in the
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^Fig. 6. Upper and lower values of the quantity [—^-— - 1] as
a function of pAy. For arrows: see text.

second-sound signal i f a chemical potential drop is applied across the f i l t e r .
In f i g . 6, upper and lower values of the quantity [ (V. t ) 0 /V d t - 1] are
plotted as a function of PAJJ. The positions where Ay = (h/m4)nvss have been
marked with arrows for various values of n.

A creation of vortex rings at the outflow side of the pores of the f i l t e r s

wi l l result in a relatively ordered vort ic i ty in the resonator, in a way ana-
logous to the situation in rotating helium. Therefore, the quantity (v /Qo)
[ (Vdet)c/Vdet~ 1 J c a n b e e x P e c t e d t 0 °e proportional to (h/m4)<L>(B/4ir) with
<L>the average length of vortex line in the resonator per unit volume, per-
pendicular to the second-sound wave, and B a dimensionless constant introduced
by Hall and Vinen [11] . The quality factor QQ is defined as the resonance fre-
quency divided by the width of the resonance curve for Ay = 0. Plots of the
quantity (1 /B)(vss /QQ)[(Vde t)0 /Vde t - 1] vs. pAy coincide quite well for the
various resonance frequencies and temperatures. So we conclude that <L> is
the same function of Ay for these temperatures.

In f i g . 7, the average value of the quantity [ (Vd e t)0 /Vd e t - 1] is plot-
ted as a function of pAy. The dotted l ine represents the fluctuations in this
quantity for a Is time constant of the lock-in amplifier. As was shown before,
the second-sound attenuation [ (Vd e t)0 /Vd e t - 1] is proportional to <L>. For
low values of pAy, the second-sound attenuation turns out to be proportional
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Fig. 7. Average value of the quantity

{(Vdet)0/Vdet- 1] ™ a function

of pAy. Dashed line: fluctuations

in this quantity.

to pAy. This can be expected, since the average number of vortex rings created
per unit time, and consequently pAy, wi l l be proportional to <L>. For higher
values of pAy, the second-sound attenuation increases less fast as a function
of this chemical-potential drop.This behaviour is not yet understood, the more so as
i t was found that in this region the superfluid velocity in the channels of
the f i l t e r is independent of oAy. Possibly, a complicated mechanism of vortex
creation is responsable for this behaviour.. The transition between the two
regions occurs at a value of pAy corresponding with n=l, that is when the aver-
age rate of vortex creation equals the second-sound frequency. However, for
other second-sound frequencies this transition occurs at the same value of
oAy. This implies that this transition is not related to the value n=l.

By looking at f igs. 2a, 2b, and 3, and comparing these with corresponding
figures from other runs, we conclude that no anomalies are observed which can
be ascribed to a synchronisation of the creation of vortices. Furthermore, the

fact that the quantity (vss/QQ) t ^Vdet^0/'Vdet " ^ i s i n d e P e n d e i r t of t n e f re-
quency means that an anti-node in the temperature oscil lation below the middle
f i l t e r (as in the run considered above) shows the same behaviour in the second-
sound attenuation as an anti-node in the oscil lating velocities below the mid-
dle of the f i l t e r . Here i t should be noted that the distance between detector
and transmitter is about three times the width of the s l i t .

Finally, a number of runs was carried out with an extra f i l t e r attached
to the inflow side of CFII in order to f i l t e r out stray vor t ic i ty . This extra
f i l t e r has a diameter of 0.6 cm in order to avoid a chemical potential across
this second f i l t e r . No difference in behaviour was observed compared with the
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runs without the extra f i l ter .

4. SECOND-SOUND GENERATION DUE TO VORTEX CREATION.

Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain the creation of vort ices

at the channels of the f i l t e r . These are generally divided in two groups: the

so-called i n t r i n s i c and ext r ins ic vortex creation mechanisms. The most impor-

tant model fo r an i n t r i n s i c mechanism is the one developed by Iordanski, Langer

and Fisher (ILF model [ 1 2 ] ) . The Feyman theory [ 13 ] and the Glaberson-Donnely

vortex-mi l l model [14] are based on an ext r ins ic mechanism. For a l l these mecha-

nisms the creation of vortices can be expected to be accompanied by some kind of mo- \

dulation of the flow. This may lead to the generation of second sound. \

In order to investigate whether the creation of vortices is accompanied
by the generation of second-sound signals, the signal received at the second-
sound detector is investigated with the second-sound transmitter turned of f .
This was done, both for CFI and CFII, in two ways.

First ly , for discrete values of An, the signal from the detector was am-
pl i f ied and a spectrum was made with the combination of Correlator and Spectrum
Display. Second-sound signals as small as 1 yK could be detected in this way.

Secondly, the amplified signal from the detector was fed into the lock-in
amplifier, together with a reference signal of one of the resonance frequencies
below or above the f i l t e r . In this case Ap was slowly varied in the way des-
cribed in section 3.3.1. The output signal from the lock-in amplifier was re-
gistered on the recorder chart. Each run was repeated with the phase of the
reference signal shifted by u/2. Runs were carried out for a large number of
resonance frequencies. The quality factor was always of the order of a few
hundred. When during the run the chemical-potential drop across the f i l t e r
passes such a value that the frequency of an eventual present coherent second-
sound signal is equal to the resonance frequency, this signal could have been
detected i f i t was larger than a few nK.

Neither with the Spectrum Display, nor with the lock-in amplifier, were
signals detected which were dependent on the value of Ap. So we conclude that
the creation of vortices at the channels of the f i l t e r does not lead to a ge-
neration of second-sound signals which can be detected with one of these two
methods.

i
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5. CONCLUSION.

Second sound was used in a large number of experiments in an attempt

either to observe the ac Josephson effect, or to observe directly the rela-

tion between the rate at which vortices are created at a constriction and the

chemical-potential drop applied across this constriction. In all cases the

experiments yielded negative results. In this chapter only a small selection

of these experiments was presented.

In the experiment with the single orifice, no "steps" in the Ay, (v ) -

characteristic were observed which could be attributed to a synchronisation

of the creation of vortex rings at this orifice. Steps corresponding with a

"Josephson" superfluid flow as small as a few cm/s could have been detected.

Changes in (v )* of 28 cm/s, as were observed on the Richards-Anderson experi-

ment, certainly did nor occur. We conclude that, in our experiment, no experi-
4

mental evidence is found for the existance of the ac Josephson effect in Hell.
The same conclusion was drawn from repetitions of the original Richards-

Anderson experiment by several authors [15, 16], It seems likely that, as a

consequence of the extremely small coherence length in He, an orifice of

^ 10 ym diameter does not act as the weak link, required for the observation

of the ac Josephson effect.

The localisation of a chemical-potential drop across a constriction leads

to a creation of vortices at an average rate related to this chemical-poten-

tial drop. In the constrictions CFI and CFII, attenuation of a second-sound

resonance was observed, caused by the vorticity created at the outflow side

of the channels in this constriction. However, neither in the second-sound at-

tenuation, nor in the Ay, ( v ) -characteristic, were anomalies observed which

could be attributed either to a vortex synchronisation, or to a direct observa-

tion of the relation between the average rate at which vorticity is created and

the chemical-potential drop.

Finally, no second-sound signals were observed to accompany the creation

of vortices. The sensitivity of the method used in an attempt to observe such

signals was a few nK. The negative result of this last experiment suggests

that the creation of vortices at the various channels of the filter is not

coherent. Consequently, no coherent second-sound signals will be generated ac-

companying this process of vortex creation.
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C H A P T E R IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE VELOCITY OF SECOND SOUND AND THE VISCOSITY IN
DILUTE 3He - 4He MIXTURES.

SYNOPSIS.

Resonance curves of a Heimho1tz-type resonator have been measured in

dilute He- He mixtures in the temperature range 100 mK < T < 650 mK, and

at 3He molar concentrations between X = 0.173 x 10"2 and X = 1.00 x 10"2.

An analysis of the resonator is presented. Values for the velocity of second

sound and the viscosity are deduced from the resonance curves and compared

with results from other authors.

1. INTRODUCTION.

Experimental values for the velocity of second sound in dilute He- He

mixtures have been reported by several authors (e.g.[ 1,2,3,4 ]). These values

were obtained by measuring the time of flight of second-sound pulses, using

either mechanical transducers [1] or thermal transducers [2,3,4]. A compar-

ison of the results from these authors shows an appreciable discrepancy,

which calls for further investigation.

In this chapter an experiment will be reported in which data on the

second-sound velocity were obtained by employing a resonance technique. The

resonator is of the Helmholtz-type [5], with two low-frequency Helmholtz

resonance modes. Characteristic for these resonance modes is the fact that

the wavelength is large compared to the dimensions of the resonator.

Values for the second-sound velocity were derived from the experimental

data on the resonance curves. At the same time, values for the viscosity of

the mixture were obtained, since the attenuation of the resonator is caused

mainly by transverse viscous dissipation. Bulk dissipation was always less

than 1% of the transverse viscous dissipation and will be disregarded in the

theory of the resonator.
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A detailed analysis of the resonator will be given in section 2. Meas-
A

urements in pure He were carried out, in order to determine values for

several quantities introduced in this analysis. These measurements will be
3 4described in section 4. Measurements in dilute He- He mixtures, together

with results on the second-sound velocity and the viscosity, will be presented

in section 5. Results will be compared with those reported by other authors.

In section 6, some concluding remarks will be made.

2. THEORY OF THE RESONATOR.

2.1. Introduction.

A detailed analysis of the resonator is required for a derivation of

reliable values for the second-sound velocity and the viscosity from the meas-

ured resonance curves. Such an analysis is needed because of the large atten-

uation at low temperatures and concentrations, the finite ratio of the second-

sound wavelength to the dimensions of the resonator, and the end-effects

which occur at the transition between various parts of the resonator. The

occurence of these end-effects is a consequence of the relative complexity

of the shape of the resonator.

The analysis described in this section is based on the theory of the

hydrodynamic modes in pure He II, and the superfluid He- He mixture [6].

The application of this theory to the resonator leads to an expression for

the shape of the resonance curves, which can be fitted to the experimental

data for a derivation of values for the second-sound velocity and the viscosi-

ty.

After a short review of the theory of sound in bulk He (section 2.2)

end second sound in tube (section 2.3), the energy balance for the various

volumes of the resonator will be written down in section 2.4.1. These expres-

sions are the basis for the calculation of the shape of the resonance curves

and the eigenfrequencies of the resonator. The various energy currents will

be calculated in section 2.4.2, taking into account the end-effects and the

finite ratio of the second-sound wavelength to the dimensions of the resona-

tor. In section 2.4.3, the eigenfrequencies of the resonator will be calcu-

lated. In section 2.4.4, additional energy currents into the wall of the re-

sonator and into the filling capillary will be calculated, as well as their

effect on the eigenfrequencies. In section 2.4.5, the response of the reso-

nator to an external heat input will be considered and expressions for the
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shape of the resonance curves will be presented, together with a summary of

the various quantities in these expressions. Finally, in section 2.5, modifi-
3 4

cations of the theory for a dilute He- He mixture will be considered.

2.2. Sound in bulk He.

In bulk He three wave modes can be distinguished: two longitudinal modes,

called first- and second-sound, and one transverse mode, the viscous mode.

General expressions for the velocities of the normal and superfluid components of

the liquid and mass and energy currents are composed of contributions from

these three modes. In the following the bulk attenuation will be neglected,

so the thermal conductivity can be taken equal to zero.

Define: v = v , (1)

where vn and v_ are the velocities of the normal fluid and the superfluid

respectively, p is the superfluid density and p is the total density. The mass

current j and the energy current j can be written as functions of v and w:

J = P(V + w ) , (3)

j = paTv + — j, (4)
E m4

with T the temperature, a the entropy per unit mass, and ]iA and mA the chemi-
4 •+

cal potential and mass of a He atom. The expression for j has been lineari-

zed in v and w.

Consider a cylindrically symmetric wave, travelling in the z-direction,

with frequency u and wave number k . Expressions for v̂  and w can be derived

from the four equations of motion, after linearization of these equations in

\/ and w and in the deviations of the macroscopic variables from their equili-

brium values. In cylindrical coordinates, the axial component for v (vz) and

the radial components of v and w (vr and w r) are given by:

v, = {AJn(xr) + ik_A1Jn(x1r) + ik_A9Jn(Xor)} e
 z , (5)
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ik

x
vr = {-A — i Jj(xr) + 1** " i u t (6)

wr = (A ^ ^ Jx(xr) - ' i w t . (7)

The functions 0Q(xir) and

order, the quantities x,

x =

are Bessel functions of zero and f i r s t

and, .X£ are defined as:

(8)

- (kz)2] (9)

and X2 = [ ( k H ) 2 - (10)

In these definit ions, kr = w/ui and kjr = U/UJJ are the wave numbers, corre-
sponding with the velocities of f i r s t and second sound in bulk helium (Uj and
uj j respectively). The quantities n and p are the viscosity of the f lu id and
the density of the normal f lu id respectively.

The coefficients A, A]_, and A£ can be regarded as the amplitudes of the
viscous, f i r s t - , and second-sound modes. Their relation is determined by the
boundary conditions; in bulk helium they are independent. The coefficients B̂
and B2 are determined by both the equilibrium and the transport properties
of the l iqu id; in a good approximation they are given by Bj « 0 and B2 * - 1 .

2.3. Second sound in a tube.

Consider a second-sound wave in a tube with radius R and axis pointing

in the z-direction. In this case the wave number wi l l depend on the boundary

conditions, but is always close to k j j .

As boundary conditions, the velocity vz , v r , and wr are taken to be zero

at the wall of the tube:

(v z ) r = R = 0, (v r ) r = R = 0, and (w r) r=R = 0. (11)
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By looking at eqs. (1), (3), and (4), it can be seen that this choice of boun-

dary conditions implies that the z-component of the normal fluid velocity at

the wall of the tube, and the mass and energy currents into the wall of the

tube, are taken to be equal to zero.

The following approximations will be used:

(I). Bj * 0 , B 2 ~ - l ,

( I I ) . Xi * i k ; s ince f o r second sound the value o f k i s c lose t o k T T , t h i s
i z r> « z li

appoximation is equivalent to Uj » UJJ;

( I I I ) , x * (iup /n) = l+i/6 ; S is the viscous penetration depth and is de-
f i ned as :

(IV). J1(X1R)/J0(X1R) ^XjR/2 and

(V). J

= /2n/o>Pn; (12) f

In the approximation ( I I I ) , the viscous penetration depth is assumed to be small

compared to the second-sound wavelength. In the approximation (IV), the radius

of the tube is taken small compared to the f i r s t - and second-sound wavelengths.

Approximation (V) is the assymptotic expansion of the ratio J,(XR)/J (XR) to

f i r s t order in 6 /R, and w i l l be used for al l values 6 /R < 0.15.
n n

Substitution of the boundary conditions in eqs. (5), (6), and (7), results

in a set of three homogeneous equations. From the requirement that the deter-

minant of these equations must be equal to zero, an expression for the z-com-

ponent of the second-sound wave vector, k , is obtained. Using the approxima-
2

tions mentioned above, k can be written to second order in 6 /R as:
z n

(k2)2 =- (k z ) 2 = ( k n ) 2 [ ( l + ^ ) + i £ ^ ( l + | ) ) ] . (13)

Henceforth, the z-cqmponent of the second-sound wave vector in the tube wi l l
be denoted by kp. In the l imi t for zero viscous attenuation, kp becomes equal
to k j j . Eq. (13) describes adequately the viscous effect on k2, to second or-
der in 6 /R.

n

Generally, a second-sound wave in the tube is composed of a wave travel-

ling in the +z direction and one in the -z direction. Let A^ and Al be ampli-

tudes belonging to these waves.
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Both the deviation of the energy density e from equilibrium and the z-

component of the energy current, j e z , can be expressed in terms of con-

tributions of the three modes. Let <e'> and <j'£> be the amplitudes of these

quantities respectively, averaged over the cross-section of the tube. By using

the boundary conditions to express A and Aj in terms of A2, we can write <e'>

and <j'e2> as

(14)

(15)

The ratio between E1 and E can be calculated and written as:

where , ,
p_ o p_ o o p

G(R) = (1 - T T ) " ^ T ' 1 " 2 -tr\-r "

As can be seen by looking at the expressions(13) and (17), G(R) is equal to
k j i / k | . I t should be emphasized that this is a consequence of the particular
choice of boundary conditions, in which the energy current into the wall of
the tube is taken to be equal to zero. In this case the ratio E'/E can be
found directly by averaging the relation ae/3t = - ^ . j ^ = - 3jez/3z (conser-
vation of energy) over the cross-section of the tube.

Now consider a section of the tube of length L, between z=za and z=Zb.
Then at a point za < z < z& the quantities <e'> and <j^> can be expressed in
terms of <e'>a and <e'>b, which are the amplitudes of the energy density at
z=za and z=zt, averaged over the cross-section of the tube:

sin k?(zh-z) sin k?(z -z)
< e > > = s ink 2L < E > >a- sin k2L

 < £ ' V

£ G(R)[<e'>cos k2(zb-z)-<e'>bcos k2(za-z) ] . (19)

The amplitude of the energy density, averaged over the volume of this section
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of the tube is given by:

6 H L J d z =
tg(|k2L)

k2L
(20)

F ina l l y , consider a smaller cross-section with radius R' < R, and l e t <e'>'

be the amplitude of the energy density, averaged over th is smaller cross-

sect ion. Then the re lat ion between <e'> and <e'>' is given by:

(21)

2.4. Helmholtz resonator.

2.4.1. Resonator and energy balance.

The resonator which w i l l be used in this research is symmetric and

sists of three cylindrical volumes ( I , I I , I I I ) , each of length L and radius

Rv, and two pipes, both of length L and radius R . A schematic drawing is

shown in f i g . 1. The point z, is the middle point of the resonator (z,-Z2=z^-z,)

The le f t part of volume I I w i l l be indicated by I IL , the right part by IIR.

The cross-sectional area of volume I I at z=Z3 and the cross-sectional areas of

the le f t pipe at z=zi and z=z% are denoted by S3, s j , and S2» respectively.

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the resonator.
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The volume V of each of the wider cylinders is given by V = 2wR L .

The resonator has two low-frequency Heimholtz resonance modes. They shall

be referred to as the symmetric and the antisymmetric mode, and are character-

ized by:

symmetric mode : <e'>2 = <£'>*,

antisymmetric mode : <£*>„ =-<e'>..

Expressions for the eigenfrequencies and for the resonance curves can be

derived from the energy balance for the three volumes of the resonator. How-

ever, since the resonator is symmetric, it is sufficient to consider only the

energy balance for the volumes I and IIL.

The energy balance for each of the volumes I and IIL is found by inte-

grating the local conservation law for the energy (E + v.j"£ = 0) over the

respective volume. Since the time dependence of both e1 and j^ is of the

form e" , we find in the absence of an external heat input:

^.ds, (22)

si

and

f |^? { e'd?» (23)
s 2 S 3

where £, and £.,. are the amplitudes of the energy density, averaged over the

volumes I and IIL respectively. To calculate the eigenfrequencies of the re-

sonator from these equations, the surface integrals of the various energy cur-
i i

rents have to be calculated and written as functions of £j and £,*, .

In the following, the notations kp and k2 will be used for the second-

sound wave number in a pipe and in a wider cylinder respectively. Likewise,

the notation x« will be used for the quantity x ? in a wider cylinder.

2.4.2. Energy currents.

In this section, the various surface integrals in eqs. (22) and (23) will

be expressed in terms of £j and £ j I L - For this purpose, the currents will be

expressed in terms of various cross-sectional averages of the energy density.
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Several factors will be introduced to account for the end-effects at the tran-

sition regions between the pipe and the wider cylinders and for the non-uni-

form behaviour of the energy density averages along the volumes I and II.

(a). The amplitude of the energy current through S,, integrated over this

cross-sectional area, is given by:

S3

For each of the two modes, an expression is found for <jez
>3 by applying

eq. (19) to volume II:

symmetric mode : <ji >, = 0 , (24)
z 9

u k L
antisymmetric mode: <J'Z>3 - - -A- J ± ̂ ^ G(Rv)<s'>2> (25)

The re la t ion between <e'>2 and tm for the antisymmetric mode can be derived

from eqs. (18) and (20):

< £ ' > 2 = e H L J k 2 v L v c o t g ( i k 2 v L v ) . (26)

Using eqs. (24), (25), and (26), the amplitude of the energy current at z=Z3,

integrated over the cross-sectional area S, , can be wr i t ten as:

2

T f v n |_ (27)
S3 P

where the + sign stands for the symmetric, the - sign for the antisymmetric

mode. The quantity c*3 and the frequency u^, which is a characteristic reference

frequency, are defined as:

2 2

j-.d? = 2(il-l) -T-E (-±f)-2 Jl (l+a ) G(Rv)En|_.
P

" 3 s

o ITKn
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Fig. 2. Left part of the resonator

with the points z=z and z=z .

v Z

The frequency uu is equal to the resonance frequency of the one-volume resona-

tor [5]. The factor a, is of order (k2vLv) and vanishes when the ratio of the

length of volume II to the second-sound wavelength goes to zero. Thus it ac-

tually provides a measure of the non-uniform behaviour of <E'> along volume

II. For the resonator used in this research the values for k5 L are <\» 0.18
-4 -3and 'v. 0.30, which means that the values for a, are * 6x10 and * 2x10 .

(b). The amplitude of the energy current into the pipe at z=z,, integrated

over the cross-sectional area s,, is equal to

The additional prime in <jgz>i is used to indicate that these quantities are

averages over the cross-section of the pipe. This convention will also be used

below when we consider the cross-sectional averages <e>j and <e'>2.

At both ends of the pipe the wave in the pipe is coupled to the wave in

the wider cylinder. We assume that this coupling occurs between z=z^ and z=z^

and between z=Z2 and z=zg (fig. 2), with (Zj - zft) « Lv and (zg - z2) « Lv.

In order to account for this in- and outflow effect, quantities Bi+ and Bo+

are introduced:

>1 E

and <e'>2
1 = (1 + 62+)<e'>^

(30)

(31)
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In these definit ions, <&i>j\ and < e l >c a r e energy density amplitudes at z=z«
and z=Zg respectively, averaged over a cross-sectional area of radius R . In
general, e1+ and e2+

 a r e complex quantities. They represent an increase or de-
crease in the amplitude and phase of <e'>' in small sections of the volumes I and
IIL at the transition regions between the pipe and the wider cylinders. For a
derivation of expressions for these quantities, a detailed description of the
end-effects of the pipe would be required. We shall therefore regard 3,+ and
$2+ as parameters, dependent upon the shape of the resonator. Their values
wi l l be determined experimentally by means of calibration measurements.

An expression for <i'EZ> at z=Zj can be found by applying eq. (19) to the
pipe and making use of the definitions for e^+ and e~+, given above:f the definitions for e^+ and e~+, given above: *

2

V P ) ( 1 + 6 I )<£l>;"
)<E'>^ (32)

The relation between <e'>' and <e'> is given by eq. (21):

Rv ° 1 < X Z V R D '

• ^ ^ " 1 * * ^ ( 3 3 )

The relation between <e'> and £TT) can be found for the symmetric mode by
applying eq. (20) to volume I I and using the fact that for this mode £TT. =
£JJ . In order to find the relation between <e'>B and £ I I L for the antisymmet-
r ic mode, eq. (20) has to be applied to volume I IL. In general:

B 2 ± )6j I L . (34)
with

2+ = \ K2vLv cotg(|K2vLv), (35)

and
l+«2_ M k2vLv cotg(lk2vLv). (36)

Like a,, the quantities aL+ and a^_ measure the deviation from uniformity of >>

<e'> in volume II. '•'

In order to express <e1 > / \ i n terms of £ j , a quantity <x1+ has to be i n t r o - ;::

duced to account for the fact that the wave in volume I has no well-defined i-g
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symmetry with respect to the center of this volume. This quantity will be de-

fined as:

(37)

Like a' and a a' is a function of koŵ -w- An expression for a' is given
by:

a | ± = i(cos k2vLv - 1) , (38)

and is found by taking j £ z equal to zero at z=z . (The complicated behaviour
of the wave between z=z. and a=Zj wi l l provide for the required zero value of
j e at the wall at z=z,).

Using eq. (20) and the definit ion for a\+) <e'>, can be expressed in terms

<e'>A =[J k2yLv cotg (|k2vLv) + «^±j £J. (39)

Finally, the expression for / j^-ds" becomes:
si

2 2

s l

+ i ( -3± l ) ( l+a 2 ± )E; i L } , (40)

where

) ̂ ^fe'1* k2vLv c° t 9 ( l k2v'v) + a i

(c). In the same way, an expression can be derived for the amplitude of the

energy current into the pipe at z=z2, integrated over the cross-section of

the pipe:
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Jr.- U?T

c
S

r
2

(cos k2 pLp)( l+a2 ±)£j I L} . (43)

For an "ideal" Helmholtz resonator with k2 L = 0, <Je>j = <j"e>2 so that
/ Tg.ds = - / Je.ds".

2.4.3. Eigen frequencies.

After substitution of the various integrals into eqs. (22) and (23), a

set of two homogeneous equations is obtained for each of the two modes:

[ (^) 2 - (1« 1 ±) G(Rp)k2pLp cotg k2pLp]E; - [*

{±)2 + (-3±l)(l+a2±) G(Rp)k2pLp cotg k 2 p L

^ - 2 ^ * 0. (45)

The complex eigenfrequencies <o+ and u_ can be calculated from the requirement

that the determinant of these two equations has to be equal to zero. Expres-
2 2 2

sions for u>£ and u_, to first order 6 /R , (krrL ) and a^(i = li, 2+, 3), are
adequately given by:

r + i «,. + 4 O1. - (1+1)— ir1] (46)

op 1 O O •- Pc ^

P

In the required approximation, for the quantities on the right-hand side,

their value can be taken at <o=u>u for the antisymmetric mode and at o»=»̂5ajH for

the symmetric mode. Approximations used in the calculation of w± are: '$
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k2pLp c o t9 (k2pLp) " 1 " l ( k 2p L p ) 2 ( 4 8 )

^ P ^ (49)

The real parts of w+ and w_, to be denoted as (wQ)+ and (uo)_> are the phase
resonance frequencies of the resonator when an external heat source is present.
The attenuation coefficient r+ and r_ wi l l be defined as the imaginary parts
of -a^/ZS1 (()„ and -u_/uu repectively:

( « 0 ) + = Re{u>+} ; r + E - im {a+/ST atf

(o)Q)_ = Re{u_} ; r_ = - Im {w_/u>H}

Neglecting terms with (kjjL ) and (k j j L v ) , (wQ)+ and r± can be written to f i r s t

order in 6 /R as:

+ 1, , -i^i], (50,
P

P Kp

r =.± im t£ 6 + A s } + - — -^ f521
i+ 2 un i3 p 2 + f 3 »1+i 2 P Rp

 P '

(53)

I t should be noted that the zero-order eigenfrequencies a>+ = Ujj/Tand u_ = U>M
are equal to the resonance frequencies calculated using a simple classical
theory.

2.4.4. Additional energy currents and dissipation.

In the previous sections, only transverse viscous dissipation was taken

into account. This type of dissipation, which is due jo in t ly to the f lu id vis-

cosity and the presence of boundaries, has a significant effect mainly in the
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pipes of the resonator. In this section, the energy currents into the wall of

the resonator and into a filling capillary attached to volume I will be calcu-

lated. Although the resulting attenuation is small compared to the viscous at-

tenuation, these energy currents sometimes have to be taken into account. Fur-

thermore, a few remarks will be made about the bulk dissipation.

(I). First of all, consider a second-sound wave in a tube. The temperature

oscillation in the fluid induces a diffusive temperature disturbance in the

wall. This causes a flow of energy into the wall, which results in an attenu-

ation of the second-sound wave.
Let (JEr)rIp and (Jer)p-D

 be tne radial components of the energy cur-

rents in the liquid and in the wall at r=R, and let (T')JJR and (T')J^J
1 be

the temperature amplitudes in the liquid and in the wall at r=R. Then neglect-

ing the Kapitza resistance between the liquid and the wall, the boundary

conditions for the second-sound wave are given by:

( v z ) r = R = 0, ( J r ) r = R = 0,

,. >He _ ,. >wall /T'^He - fT'lwa]1

( j e r ) r = R - ( J e r ) r = R ' (T ) r = R - (T ) r = R

For the temperature wave in the wall, a penetration depth 6.. can be defined:
W

(55)

with A the thermal conductivity and (p c ) the specific heat per unit volumew w w
of the wall. If the thickness d of the wall is much larger than the penetra-

wal 1

tion depth, an expression for (j£r) " R can be derived from the heat conduc-

tion equation:
.Wall (l+j. .Wall (l+j) U) fl

(Jsr)r=R " V - ^ -J- A2 ^

Now, using the boundary conditions and the approximations given in section

2.3, the second-sound wave number in the tube can be calculated. If the atte-

nuation due to the energy current into the wall of the tube is assumed to be
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small compared to the viscous attenuation, k^ can be adequately written to

second order in s and to first order in 6 as:
ri W

-f-i • 1.5 -f( (57)

The results will now be applied to the resonator. Let the surface areas

of the volumes I and IIL be denoted by Awj and /LTTI respectively. Assume that

(e') r = R — £j in volume I, and (e') r = R = EJIL in volume IIL. Furthermore, as-

sume that for each of the wider cylinders the energy flux into the flat part

of the surface area is equal to the energy flux into the curved part of the

surface area. Then the amplitude of the energy current, integrated over the

surface area Awi (with i = I, IIL), can be written as:

^ ^ £ : ; ( 1 - 1 . IIL) (58)

Awi

If one does not make the assumptions mentioned above, an additional factor

will appear in these equations. The energy current into the wall of the pipe

will given a small contribution to eq. (58), and can also be accommodated into

this factor. In practice, however, this factor can be taken equal to one.

It should be stressed that for $ ^ d, the energy current into the wall

will be smaller than given by eq. (56). The Kapitza resistance between the

liquid and the wall will also limit this energy current, especially at lower

temperatures.

(II). A second additional energy loss is caused by the presence of a filling

capillary with rad/ius Rc, attached to volume I (fig. 3). At the entrance of

this capillary, a second-sound wave is generated, causing an energy flow into

the capillary. Its amplitude, integrated over cross-sectional area of the
2

capillary (s c), is to first order in (k2yLv) given by:

(59)
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..filling capillary

Fig. Z. Volume I and filling capillary.

where kgj. is the second-sound wave number in the capillary. In the derivation

of this equation, it is assumed that the viscous attenuation is the dominating

type of attenuation in the capillary. The amplitude of the energy density,

averaged over the cross-sectional area s at the entrance of the capillary, is

taken equal to <e'> , The relation between <c'> and £| is deduced from eqs.

(37), (38), and (39).

(III). Bulk attenuation is mainly determined by the thermal conductivity of

the fluid. It appears as an additional term in the second sound velocity in

bulk helium, u-,r. Under the experimental conditions described in the sections

4 and 5 (the resonance frequencies are always <200 Hz), the bulk attenuation

is always less than 1% of the viscous attenuation. Therefore, this type of

attenuation has been omitted in the presented theory.

With the two additional energy currents taken into account, the energy
balance for the volumes I and IIL leads to:

J Jg. (60)j
Awl

(61)|

AwIIL

Because a filling capillary is attached only to volume I, the symmetry of

the resonator is destroyed. However, by taking in eq. (60) only half of the

energy loss due to the presence of the filling capillary, the resonator can

still be regarded as being symmetric.
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Now assume that the attenuation due to the flow of energy into the wall

of the resonator (with attenuation coefficient r ) is much smaller than the

viscous attenuation (with attenuation coefficient r ), and consider only these

two types of attenuation. Then the eigenfrequencies are to first order in

<5 /R adequately given by:

P W C W

6V

Both types of attenuation are proportional to u"^ and, since A •, * 2A .,. ,

their ratio is the same for the two resonance modes. This means that these

two types of attenuation can not be separated experimentally by measuring at

different resonance frequencies.

The attenuation coefficient rw and, to first order in & /R , the viscous

attenuation coefficient r are given by:

pwcw .
512V ^ 5w

Wl PWCW .
6

and p 6

(V±-*f<-
 (66)

Neglecting terms with (k,TL ) and (kj,L ) , the total attenuation coefficient

is given by:

r+ = (r n) + + (r w) + -

r_ = (rn)_ + (r w). - | I m { e 1 _ } . (68)
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2.4.5. Response of the resonator to an external heat input.

Now consider the situation where energy is added to the volumes I and III

in a pure symmetric or antisymmetric way. Let this external heat input be of

the form iQQe"
lu in volume I and ±iQ e~1u respectively in volume III. Then,

using the approximations (48) and (49), the energy balance for the volumes I

and IIL leads to:

(69)

G<RV> + ? W ] £ I IL + l 2 ( 1 + ^ k 2 p L p ) 2 ) ( 1 + a l ± ) G ( R p ) ] E I = ° ' ( 7 0 )

where t, and c represent the energy currents into the f i l l i n g capi l l lary andc> w

walls of the resonator. They are given by:

R k2

^ 2 ^ 2

" 2 T ^ " ^ " 6 w • ( 7 2 )

In introducting the quantity c in this way, the surface areas A - and A •,,

are taken to be equal. A summary of the various quantities in eqs. (69) and

(70) is given below. The expressions for the a's are given to first order in

(k 2 vL v)
2 and ( k 2

r k
2
v ) .

^ v ) 2 + a j ] ["1 ^ 2 2 2 2
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,2
/ 9

,2

1- p R " 1 p R [1"2 R ^p " 7 ) ] '

i i

Let (£j)+and ( £ n L ) + be the solutions of eqs. (69) and (70). Because in
practice only energy is added to volume I, the amplitudes of the volume ave-
rages of the energy density in the various volumes will be linear combinations
of the pure symmetric and antisymmetric solutions (£j)+ and (£JTL)+•

Finally, let Tj, T\,, and T,jj be the volume averages of the temperature
amplitude in the various volumes. If the thermal expansion is neglected, they
can be written as:

T; = ̂ I < E ; > + + < E ; ) J . (73)

and T m = A - [ ( £ ; ) + - ({[)_] . (75)

A computer fit-program can be used to fit these equations to the measured
resonance curves. This fitting procedure will be discussed later.

2.5. Dilute He- He mixtures.

In a He- He mixture, the coupling between first and second sound is
4

stronger than in pure He and the approximations B, =» 0 and B~ ** -1 are no
longer justified.

More generally, the factor p /p in the expression for k« and G(R) is re-
placed by the factor (B, + P S/P)/(B, - B^). If the contributions of the phonons
and rotons to this new factor is neglected, the difference between this fac-
tor and p /p is proportional to the He molar concentration X = no/fng+n.)
[6]. The relative deviation of (B, + p /p)/(Bj - Bg) from pg/p is much small-
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er than the relative deviations of Bj and B2 from respectively 0 and -1. For

our highest He molar concentration, X = 10-2, this deviation is ^ 1.7%, and

will become even smaller with the contributions of the phonons and rotons to

and B9 taken into account. Hence, we shall continue to use the factor p /p
-2

for all concentrations X < 10 .

3. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP.

Measurements have been carried out in pure He in the temperature region

between T=1.4 and T=1.9 K and in dilute He mixtures in the temperature region

between T=100 mK and T=650mK . In order to attain the low-temperature region,

a conventional dilution refrigerator has been used. The refrigerator is des-

cribed in ref. [7]. In the high-temperature region, the outer He bath was

pumped and contact gas was used to establish a thermal contact between the

outer bath and the resonator.
All measurements have been carried out at the saturated vapour pressure

3.1. Resonator.

The resonator is made of Epocast 202, and consists of three cylindrical

volumes, each of radius 0.70 cm and length 0.60 cm, and two pipes, both of

radius 0.15 cm and length 0.90 cm. All dimensions have been measured at room

temperature; their accuracy is ± 0.5%. Cooled down to T=4.2 K, these dimen-

sions are ^ 1% smaller.

A drawing of resonator and mixing chamber is shown in fig. 4. The reso-

nator is an assemblage of seven pieces, joined together with Epibond 121. The

thickness of the walls is 0.07 cm, except for the upper wall and the places

where the different parts have been glued together. Special care has been

taken to prevent the temperature of the resonator from rising above room

temperature, since at those temperatures Epocast 202 becomes rather soft and

deforms even under light pressure.

The upper part of the resonator is threaded and screwed to a copper disc.

The disc is attached to the bottom of the mixing chamber by three brass bolts.

Apiezon grease is used to improve the exchange of heat between the resonator

and the mixing chamber. For the same purpose, copper wires have been inserted

into the upper wall of the resonator. The wires are thermally anchored to the

copper disc.
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A few turns of constanten wire was wound around the lower volume as a

heater, and was used to evaporate the helium from the resonator when the

measurements were completed

A stainless steel filling capillary is attached to the upper volume of

the resonator. The inner and outer diameters are 0.30 mm and 0.50 mm. The

filling capillary has a total length of -v 2 m, and is thermally anchored to

the mixing chamber, heat exchangers, He-evaporator, IK bath, and outer bath,

before reaching the top of the cryostat.

Copper

Epocast

Mixing chamber1

Sintered copper

Copper wires

Filling capillary

Constantan wire

SSDHI

Fig. 4. Mixing ohamber and resonator.
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SST

Povin leads

Silver paint

SSD

7mm

Fig. 5. Configuration of detector SSDI

and transmitver SST.

Fig. 6. Resistances of detector SSDI and

transmitter SST as a function of

temperature.

10 -

0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0

3.2. Second-sound detection and generation.

The upper volume of the resonator (volume I) contains a second-sound

detector (SSD I) and a second-sound transmitter (SST). The middle and lower

volume (volumes II and III) contain each a second-sound detector, respective-

ly SSD II and SSD III. The position of transmitter and detectors is indicated

in fig. 4, the detector-transmitter configuration of volume I is shown in

fig. 5.

The second-sound detectors were made by painting aquadag on a paper

background. The transmitter was cut out of a 500 n/square IRC resistance

strip. Povin leads (0 = 0.1 mm) were attached with silver paint. The resis-

tance of detector SSD I and transmitter SST is plotted as a function of

temperature in fig. 6.

A block diagram of the electronic equipment used for the generation and

detection of the second-sound signals is shown in fig. 7.
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Second sound is generated by applying an ac voltage of half the required

second-sound frequency across the transmitter. This ac voltage is taken from

a HP 4204A oscillator via a 1:11 voltage divider.

The oscillating resistance of the detector is converted into an ac volt-

age by applying a dc current through the detector. The detector current is

produced by a current source, consisting of a power supply in series with a

1 fto resistor. The second-sound signal is amplified 100 dB by a Brookdeal AC

Amplifier type 450 and detected with a lock-in amplifier. The output signal

from the lock-in amplifier, an Ortec-Brookdeal Ortholoc model 9502, is regis-

tered on a HP 7101 BM strip chart recorder.

For each resonance curve, 10 to 15 points were measured. All points lay

between those two frequencies where the second-sound signal was half the sig-

nal at the resonance frequency. For each point, the phase of the reference

signal was chosen in such a way that the output signal from the lock-in am-

plifier was at its maximum. Thus, at each frequency, the detected second-

sound signal was proportional to the modulus of the temperature amplitude.
-5The energy dissipated in the transmitter varied between 3x10 W at T =

1.9 K and 5x10 W at T=100 mK. The detector current varied between 25 yA at

T = 1.9 K and 2 yA at T = 100 mK.

O5C

REC

VD DVM

(Vref)

L I A AMP
CS

SST

SSD

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the electronic equipment for the generation

and detection of second sound.

OSC = oscillatorj VD = voltage divider^ DVM - digital voltage

meter; V „ = reference voltage; REC = recorder; LIA = lock-in

amplifier; AMP = amplifier and CS = current source.

SST = second-sound transmitter; SSD = second-sound detector.
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3.3. Thermometry.

In the high-temperature region, the temperature of the outer He bath is

measured using a 100 ftg W Allen & Bradley resistor. In the lew-temperature

region, the temperature of the mixing chamber is measured with a CMN magnetic

thermometer, attached to the bottom of the mixing chamber. The magnetic ther-

mometer, as well as the resistance thermometer, were calibrated against the

He vapour pressure between T=l.l K and T=1.9 K, using the T^g scale.

In the low temperature region, due to the thermal resistance, a tempera-

ture difference occurs between the resonator and the mixing chamber, if during

the second-sound measurements energy is dissipated in the resonator. This

temperature difference was always less than 20 mK. The temperature inside the

resonator is determined by means of the average resistance of the second-

sound detectors. The detectors were calibrated against the magnetic thermo-

meter between the second-sound measurements, so that the energy dissipated

in the resonator was negligible. The resistance of the detectors was measured

using an I.T. Resistance bridge VS-2 with 30 yV excitation voltage.

In the high-temperature region, the temperature difference between reso-

nator and outer bath during the second-sound measurements can be neglected.

The calibration formula

] ° g R = [ A + B log R + C(log R ) 2 ] 2

could be very well fitted to the calibration points of the Allen & Bradley

resistor and second-sound detectors in respectively the high- and low-tempe-

rature region.

4. CALIBRATION MEASUREMENTS.

In the analysis of the resonator, the quantities e 1 + and 32+
 nave been

introduced. They account for the end-effects which occur in the various tran-

sition regions between a pipe and a wider cylinder. In order to obtain values
4

for these quantities, measurements were carried out in pure He in the tempe-

rature region 1.4<T<1.9 K. In this temperature region, values for n , p , n»

and Urr are available and an estimate can be made for the attenuation due to

the energy flow into the walls of the resonator. These data will be given be-

low. Now the measured shape of the resonance curves can be used to determine

values for e,+ and &2+-
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All second-sound resonance curves in this temperature region were meas-
ured using detector SSD III. The detected signal is proportional to the mo-
dulus of the average temperature amplitude in volume III, and is given by:

(76)

The coefficients ( C i n ) and (C,j,)_ are inversely proportional to pc , and

are furthermore determined by the sensitivity of SSD III and the total ampli-

fication of the second-sound signal. In principle, ( C T T J ) + = (^TH^-»
 since

eq. (76) contains the resonance curves for both modes. In practice, ( C J T T ) +

and (CTTT)_ are treated as independent quantities, because the resonance

curves belonging to the two modes are fitted separately to eq. (76). Expres-

sions for (£j)+ and (£j)_ are found by solving equations (69) and (70) in

section 2.4.5. In the same section, the various quantities in these equations

are summarized.

The following data are used:

(I). Taking into account a shrinkage of 1% during cooling down from room

temperature, the length and radius of each of the pipes are L = .891 cm and

R = .1485 cm, the length and radius of each of the wider cylinders are L., =

.594 cm and R = .693 cm. The ratio WU/UTT is given by y u , , = /R /L L R^ =

0.2945 cm , so for UJJ = 20 ms~ , the zero-order resonance frequencies are

wH/2ir = 94 Hz and wH/3/2n = 162 Hz. Without dissipation, the values for k2 L

are .262 and .455, and the values for k2 L are .175 and .303.

(II). Values for p./p, (P_/p)6 /w = (pc/p)/2n/p , and uTT at the temperatures

where calibration measurements have been carried out are listed in table I.

The values for Uj,, p , and the ratio p /p are taken from Maynard [8], the

values for the viscosity n are taken from measurements by Woods and Hollis-

Hallet [9] and Heikkila and Hollis-Hallet [10].

(III). For a calculation of the energy current into the wall of the resonator,

data on the coefficient of thermal conductivity (X ) and on the specific heat

per unit volume of the wall (p c ) are required. Because no data on these

quantities are available for Epocast 202, data for Epibond 100A were used.

Between the data for these materials, no large differences are expected. For

Epibond 100A values for Aw and cw are given by Anderson et al. [11] and Zoller
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T

(mK)

1396

1400

1501

1503

1593

1600

1697

1797

1803

1900

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

—

9263

9250

8862

8855

8405

8361

7734

6874

6820

5768

P Pn

(cm s ^)

0.0530

0.0527

0.0413

0.0412

0.0334

0.0329

0.0276

0.0237

0.0234

0.0211

u

(m

19

19

20

20

20

20

20

19

19

18

II

s"1)

.56

.58

.07

.08

.37

.37

.36

.91

.86

.78

Table I. Values for the quantities p /p3

(p /p/>v/lri7p~' and uTTi in pure He.

et al. [12] . The density pw is 1.3 g/cm
3.

Between T=1.4K and T=1.9K, the penetration depth 6 is of the order of

the thickness of the wall. The attenuation due to the energy currents into the

walls of the resonator is estimated to be ^ 3 % of the viscous attenuation, so

we shall take

^ K - ( 0 . 0 3 * 0 . 0 2 , ^ .

The uncertainty in the factor 0.03 is due to the fact that data for Epibond

100A has been used to calculate this factor. The quantity (A72V) is equal to

2.54 cm"1.
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A least-squares computer fit program is used to determine values for the

quantities 3 1 + and e 2 + from the experimental data. They contain in general a

real and an imaginary part. In order to reduce the number of parameters, an

assumption has to be made about the B's. The most convenient choice is to take

the e's at both ends of the pipe to be equal. This reduces the number of para-

meters representing the end-effects of the pipe to four, namely the real and

imaginary parts of e + and &_, which are defined as:

= 3 2+'

For each resonance curve, eq. (76) was fitted to the experimental data.

Values for the parameters ( C I I I ) + , Re {e +}, and Im {e+} were obtained from the

resonance curves belonging to the symmetric mode, values for the parameters

(CJJJ)_, Re {$_}, and Im {$_} were obtained from the resonance curves belong-

ing to the antisymmetric mode.

The results for Re {e_} and Re {&+} are plotted as functions of tempera-

ture in fig. 8 and fig. 9. The error bars originate mainly from a 0.2% uncer-

tainty in the values for Uj. which have been used, and from an uncertainty of

0.1% in the temperature of the resonator. Average values for Re (e+}, deduced

from these figures, are Re {£_} = - 0.1105 and Re {B+} = - 0.1225.
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The results for Im {g+} are shown in fig. 10. Because it seems reasonable

to assume that the ratio between Im {3+} and Im {&_} is equal to the ratio

between Re {3+> and Re {&_}, Im {3+> has been multiplied by a factor 0.9. The

error bars drawn in fig. 10 are due to uncertainties in the temperature, in

the values for the viscosity which have been used, and in the experimental

data. Temperature independent average values for Im {3+}, deduced from fig.10,

are listed in table II together with the average values for Re (3+h

Re {3_> = -0.1105 Im {&_} = -0.0009

Re {e+} = -0.1225 Im (3+> = -0.0010

Table II. Values for Re {3+> and Im {.&+},

derived from the measurements in

pure Re.

The uncertainty in the factor 0.03, introduced in the estimation of the

energy current into the wall of the resonator, is not included in the error

bars drawn in fig. 10. This factor was taken independent of temperature. How-

ever, a temperature dependence is possible, and can very well account for an

apparent temperature dependence of Im {&+}. Considering the large error bars

in fig. 10 and the uncertainty in the factor 0.03, the choice of a tempera-

ture independent value for Im {0 } seems justified.

A reason for the difference between e+ and 3_ may be found in the fact

that the resonator is not perfectly symmetric. Even a slight deviation from

symmetry influences the eigenfrequencies, and in particular, their zero order

values to = t»u and oi = o)u/3. Because in the theory the resonator is taken to
- H + n

be symmetric, this wi l l result in a difference between the values for 3+ and

3_ which are deduced from the calibration measurements.

Because of the necessity of reducing the number of parameters, we took

61 +=32 + and 3j_ = 32-* T n i s choice was the most convenient one, since i t

enabled us to obtain values for these parameters (3+ and 3_) directly from the

resonance curves belonging to the respective modes. However, a different set of

parameters could have been chosen, namely e1=e1+=e1_ and 32E02+=e2-" V a 1 u e s f o r

Sj and ggs calculated using the values for e+.and 3_andthe eqs.(50),(51),(52),and(53),

are 31=-(0.1105, 0.0009) and e2 = -(0.1285, 0.0011). Parts of the difference be-
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tween these values (and consequently between the values for g+ and e_) may be

caused by a slight difference in shape between the two edges of the pipe or

by the presence of a detector and a transmitter near the exit of the pipe at

2=2,. Here it should be noted that since only half of the resonator is consi-

dered in the analysis of the resonator, $, and So are in fact the averages of

0,and 3c, respectively 3o anc' $4» where 3- and &§ represent the end-effects

of the right pipe near z=2^ and 2=2,-.

In the theory of Helmholt2 resonators, the end-effect is usually account-

ed for by introducing an effective Tenth of the pipe. If we introduce an ef-

fective length (L')± in the definition of the frequency WM, the relation be-

tween (Ll)± and 3+ is given by (L')+ = L (1 + g +)~ . Then, if ( O + is writ-

ten as (Lp)+ = L + A+, we find A +/R A = (0.473, 0.004) and A_/R 7ir = (0.421,

0.004). It should be noted that usually the effective length is introduced as

a real quantity and does not account for the additional phase-shift near the

ends of the pipe.

5. MEASUREMENTS IN DILUTE 3HE - 4HE MIXTURES.

5.1. Measurements and fitting procedure.

Measurements were carried out in the temperature region between T=100 mK

and T=650 mK, and at the 3He molar concentrations X=0.173xl0"2, X=0.30xl0"2,
-2 -2

X=0.60x10 , and X=l.00x10 . Resonance curves belonging to the antisymmetric

mode were measured at all four concentrations, using second-sound detector

SSDI, SSDII, or SSDIII. Resonance curves belonging to the symmetric mode were
1

measured only at the two lowest concentrations. Because for this mode (ETTI)8*

0, only SSDI and SSDIII could be used.
• 1

The detected second-sound signal as a function of ( £ T ) + and ([,,, ) + is
given by:

(77)

(Vdet>det>II

and ( V d e t ) m = ( C m } ± |(£T)+-

(78)

(76)
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The coefficients (C^) (with i = I, II, or III) are inversely proportional

to (PC ). The proportionality coefficients are determined by the sensitivity

of the detectors and the amplication of the second-sound signal.

Since values for 6+ and g_ are now available (table II), the experimental

data on the resonance curves can be used to derive values for the second-sound

velocity u,, and the viscosity n. Parameters in the fits are UJJ, (PS/P)<5 /<O =

(ps/pX(2Ti/pn), and either (Cj)+ or (C..)_. The energy currents into the filling

capillary and into the walls of the resonator are handled in the following way.

(a). Eq.(71) is used as the expression for the quantity ?c, representing the

energy current into the filling capillary. In the derivation of this expres-

sion, the viscous penetration depth was taken to be much smaller then the ra-

dius R of the filling capillary. Although, in the case of the largest atte-

nuation, the viscous penetration depth is of the order of Rc, the error in-

troduced in this way in the results for the second-sound velocity and the vis-

cosity is negligible.

(b). With decreasing temperature, the ratio between the quantities (P W
C
W/P

C
V)

5
W

and (p /p)6 decreases. Because the Kapitza resistance and the penetration

depth of the wall will simultaneously increase, the quantity ?w, representing

12

10

8

R

au
—

—

I I
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Fig. 11. Example of a resonance curve (X=0.30 x 10 , T=

124.7 mK). The circles are experimental points,

the drawn line represents the calculated

shape of the curve with UJJ = 15.96 m s and

= 0.260 cm s+%.
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the energy current into the wall of the resonator, can be taken equal to zero

for all temperatures below T = 650 mK.

For a typical resonance curve, the measured points are plotted in fig. 11.

The drawn line represents the fitted theoretical shape of the resonance curve.

5.2. Results on the second-sound velooity.

The values for the second-sound velocity Uj j which were derived from the reso-
nance curves belonging to the antisymmetric mode are given in table III, the
results from the symmetric mode are given in table IV. The accuracy in the
temperature is t 0.7%, the accuracy in UJJ is t 0.3%.

x=o.

T

(mK)

172.0

198.0

264.1

318.6

378.8

438.6

502.0

562.1

644.9

173xl0"2

UII
(ms"1)

18.73

20.04

22.92

25.10

27.31

29.33

31.27

32.94

43.69

X=0.

T

(mK)

124.7

179.0

218.9

272.4

307.9

361.8

441.6

516.6

571.3

571.3

634.9

30xl0"2

UII

("is"1)

15.96

18.90

20.86

23.15

24.54

26.52

29.16

31.40

32.89

32.86

34.29

X=0.

T

(mK)

98.7

117.4

157.4

186.8

216.1

259.6

321.2

405.3

473.3

542.9

591.8

60xl0"2

UII

(ms"1)

14.58

15.70

17.87

19.42

20.78

22.66

25.04

27.92

29.94

31.90

33.19

X=1.00xl0"2

T

(mK)

133

176.8

184

216.2

262.3

319.9

377.8

433.6

526.6

601.2

UII

(ms"1)

16.61

18.82

19.16

20.66

22.55

24.76

26.76

28.52

31.17

33.02

Table III. Values for the second-sound velocity, obtained from the anti-
symmetric mode.
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x=o.

T

(mK)

172.0

198.0

318.6

438.6

173xlO"2

UII

(ms"1)

18.59

19.92

25.08

29.37

X=0.

T

(mK)

179.7

218.9

272.4

307.9

361.8

441.6

571.3

571.3

571.3

634.9

30x10

u

(m

20

23

24

26

29

32

32

32

34

-2

u

.82

.16

.50

.50

.14

.79

.89

.78

.25

Table IV. Values for the second-sound

velocity, obtained from the sym-

metric mode.

As can be seen from table III and table IV, the agreement between the
_?

results from the two modes is very good for X=0.30 x 10 at all temperatures,
_2

and for X = 0.173x10 at the two highest temperatures. For the two lowest

temperatures at this last concentration, the results from the symmetric mode

are somewhat lower.

Fig. 12 shows the second-sound velocity as a function of temperature for

X = 0.173 x 10 and X = 1.00 x 10"2. In fig. 13, u n is plotted as a function

of X for T = 200 mK and T = 500 mK. The values for UTJ in this figure were

obtained from an interpolation of the results given in table III.

In fig. 13, also values are shown which were found by interpolating the

results of Brubaker et al. [1] and Kummer et al. {3] . The present values
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Fig. 12. Velocity of second sound as a function

of temperature for two He molar concen-

trations. O; X=1.00xl0~2; • : X-0.173xlO~2.

are in good agreement with those reported by Kummer et al. At rel?tively high

concentrations and low temperatures, they are also in good agreement with the

values reported by Brubaker et al.; at lower concentrations and higher tempe-

ratures, our values are distinctly lower. In this region, however, as reported

by these authors, their values are uncertain, due to the possibility of dis-

persion errors.

The present values are systematically higher than those reported by de

Voogt et al. [2] and Sandiford and Fairbank [4], The discrepancy with the re-

sults obtained by de Voogt et al. can be up to 5% for X = l.OOxlO"2. A satis-

fying explanation for this discrepancy can not yet be given.
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Fig. 13. Interpolated values for the second-sound velo-

city at T = ZOO mK and T - 500 mK as a function

of the He molar concentration X.

0 .* This research, A : Brubaker et al. [l],

•: Kummer et al. [3].

A more detailed comparison between the present data and the data obtain-

ed by Brucker et al. [1] and de Voogt et al. [2] is.given in a preliminary

paper [13]. It should be noted that in this paper the temperatures at the con-

centration X = 0.30xl0~2 are quoted 0.3% too high.

5.3. Results on the viscosity.

Values for the viscosity n of the mixture have been calculated from the

results on the parameter ( P C / P ) 6 /ID = (pc/p)/2n/pn. In this calculation, va-

lues are needed for the normal-fluid density p . This density is composed of
3contributions of phonons, rotons, and He quasiparticles:
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pn = n 3 m '

with (Pn) . = 1.77 x 10~
5T4 gem"3

and ( P n ) r o t = 5.81 T"* (1 + ̂ ) exp [-8.62/T] gem-3

(79)

(80)

(81)

The phonon contribution to the normal density, (pn)Dh> has been calculated

using for the first-sound velocity the value UT = 238.3 m/s, taken from

Whitney et al. [14]. In the expression for the roton contribution, (pn)rot»

data from specific heat measurements by Phillips et al. are used 115], to-

gether with values for the roton effective mass and the roton minimum momen-

tum from neutron data by Henshaw et al. [ 16 J.

Both the phonon and roton contributions are small compared to the third

term in eq. (79), which contains the He inertial effective mass m . Values

for m can be calculated from the experimental results on the second-sound

velocity. This calculation will be presented in chapter IV [17].

The superfluid density p is given by p = p - p . The total density p
Q S oil

and the number of He particles per unit volume, n3, can be written as:

(82)

p = (83)

These expressions were derived using the f ixed pressure expansion n. = n*n -

(1 + aQ)n3 (see e.g. [18 ] ). The density pQ is the density of pure 4He, n4Q

is the value of n* for n, = O.and a is the excess molar volume of a single
3 4 3
He impurity in pure He; X is the molar He concentration, and m, and m& are

3 4 OH
the He and He atomic masses.

The fol lowing values have been used for the quanti t ies p , a , m, and m»:

po = 0.1451 g cm"3, [19 ]
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aQ = 0.284 [20]

and

m3 = 5.007 x 10"
24 g,

m4 = 6.646 x 10"
2 4 g.

For the antisymmetric mode, the results on the quantity (ps/p)/2n/pn are

given in table V,together with the values for pn used in the calculation of

n, and the results on n. The uncertainty in the viscosity is ± 7% and is main-

ly determined by the uncertainty in the quantity Im {3_}.

The values for the viscosity are plotted as a function of temperature in

fig. 14. Within the experimental accuracy, our values are in good agreement

with those reported by Kuenhold et al. [21], who observed isothermal flow

through a capillary of known impedance.

60
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20

I
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X =0.30x10,-2

X=0.60x10
_2

X=1.00x10'
_2

T (K)

_L _L I I
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. 14. Results for the viscosity as a function of tempe-

rature for all four He molar concentrations.

O : X=0.173xl0~2; D: X=0.30xl0~2; A : X-0.60xl0~2;

O ; X=1.00xl0~2.
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Tj>*.—*-

172.D

?6f. I

310.6

378.8

438.6

502.0

562.1

644.9

oMm

0.484

0,491

0.497

{q cr

4 . ? b j

4 /30

4 . Hi

4. 3'6

4.40

4.44

4.50

4.65

ih-4

X=0.30x10 "2

X=0.60x10-2

30.5'

29.0'.

3:2.7

3$. 6

5^.0

54.2

57.4

—!
 P .

(mK) (cm s *) (9 cm"3)

124.7

179.0

218.9

272.4

307.9

361.8

441.6

516.6

571.3

571.3

634.9

0.260

0.279

0.287

0.297

0.291

0.296

0.301

0.319

0.325

0.326

0.331

7.30x10

7.36

7.39

7.44

7.48

7.53

7.61

7.69

7.77

7.77

7.91

"4

X=l.00x10-2

24.7

28.6

30.4

32.8

31.7

33.0

34.5

39.1

41.0

41.3

43.3

T _f./ til T, — / =11

(mK) (cm s *) (g cm"3) (pP) (mK) (cm s *) (g cm"3) (pP)

98.7

117.4

157.4

186.8

216.1

259.6

321.2

405.3

473.3

542.9

591.8

0.185

0.193

0.197

0.210

0.205

0.207

0.202

0.201

0.193

0.191

0.194

1.45xlO-3

1.45

1.46

1.47

1.47

1.48

1.49

1.51

1.52

1.54

1.55

24.8

27.1

28.0

32.3

30.9

31.7

30.4

30.4

28.3

28.0

29.1

133

176.8

184

216.2

262.3

319.9

377.8

433.6

526.6

601.2

0.163

0.156

0.160

0.161

0.150

0.151

0.146

0.143

0.140

0.140

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

.41x10-3

.42

.43

.44

.45

.47

.49

.50

.53

.56

32.

29.

31.

31.

27.

28.

26.

25.

24.

25.

0

5

0

6

6

1

5

6

8

1

Table V. Results on the quantity (p /pj/2n/p' 3 values for p ,and caleu-
s n yt

lated values for n.
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In table V and in fig. 14, only the results from the antisymmetric mode

are shown. The results from the symmetric mode are less accurate. For the
_p

concentration X=0.30 x 10 , the difference between the results from the two
_2

modes is not significant. For X=0.173 x 10 , the values obtained from the

symmetric mode are 8-13% lower than those obtained from the antisymmetric

mode.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS.

The Helmholtz resonance technique turns out to be a useful method for

acquiring reliable values for both the velocity of second sound and the visco-
3 4sity in dilute He - He mixtures.

The accuracy in the viscosity can still be improved by a more accurate

calculation of the energy currents into the various walls of the resonator,

especially for the high-temperature region. Such a calculation can be made if

the thickness of the wall is much larger than the penetration depth S^. On the

other hand, these energy currents can be substantially reduced by making the

thickness of wall smaller than the penetration depth 8... Such a thin-walled

resonator was used in this research. In this case, the flow of energy into the

wall cannot be calculated exactly.

The temperature and concentration regions can still be extended. However,

it should be noted that at lower concentrations and temperatures the bulk dis-

sipation is no longer negligible. Since accurate data on this type of dissipa-

tion are not yet available, a fourth parameter has to be introduced in the

fits. In this case, one has to investigate carefully how this extra parameter

influences the accuracy of the values obtained for the other parameters.

The experimental values on the second-sound velocity can be used to ac-

quire information about the He quasiparticle spectrum and the interaction
3 3

between the He quasiparticles. Particularly, the He effective mass can be

calculated. Our method of calculation, together with the results, will be pre-

sented in chapter V.
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C H A P T E R V.

CALCULATION OF THE 3HE QUASIPARTICLE EFFECTIVE MASS FROM EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ON THE SECOND-SOUND VELOCITY.

SYNOPSIS.

From our experimental results on the velocity of second sound in dilute
3 4 3
He- He mixtures, information is obtained about the He quasi particle spectrum

3
and the interaction between the He quasi particles. The method of calculation

3
is presented, together with the results on the He effective mass and other

3

relevant quantities. The ratio between the effective mass of a single He par-

ticle in pure He and the bare He atomic mass is found to be 2.20 ± 0.04.

1. INTRODUCTION.

3 4 !
A dilute solution of He in superfluid He can be handled theoretically |

by means of models based on the assumption that the excitations of this system i
3

behave like a weakly interacting gas. These excitations are the He quasipar-
ticles and, like in pure He, phonons and rotons.

For low momentum, the He quasi particle energy can be approximated by the

parabolic Landau-Pomeranchuk spectrum [ 1 ]. In this expression, an effective [

mass appears, which takes into account the fact that a moving He atom in the j
4 !

solution causes a displacement of the surrounding He atoms. As was first sug- 1
3 •

gested by Brubaker et a l . [ 2 ] , the expression for the He quasipart ic le spec-

trum can be improved by adding to the Landau-Pomeranchuk spectrum a term of !

fourth order in the momentum. We shall use th is modified expression as the
3

low-momentum approximation for the He quasipart icle energy.
3 3

Parameters in the He quasipart ic le spectrum are the He ef fect ive mass

m and a coef f ic ient y, which measures the deviation of th is spectrum from a

parabolic she.pe. As was shown by Disatnik and Brucker [ 3 ] , parameters m and

Yn can be introduced, which are the values for m and y belonging to a single

°He impurity in pure He. In th is chapter, values for m and Y 0 w i l l be ca l -

culated from our experimental data on the second-sound ve loc i ty , which was :}
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presented in chapter IV. The calculat ion is based on the well-known Pomeranchuk-

Khalatnikov expression for the second-sound ve loc i ty . Some of the results w i l l

be used obtained by Disatnik and Brucker [ 3 ] and Disatnik and Yaniv [ 4 ] .

2. THEORY.

2.1. He quasiparticles.

Consider a single He quasiparticle with momentum p in a pure He ground

state. The expression which will be used for its energy e is an expansion to

fourth order in the momentum, as introduced by Brubaker et al. 12]:

(1)

This expression is in fact the well-known Landau-Pomeranchuk spectrum [1],

to which a term proportional to p is added. The parameter y is a measure for

the deviation of the He quasiparticle spectrum from the parabolic shape, e,

is the binding energy of a quasiparticle, and m is some effective mass. The

quantities e,, y, and m are taken to be independent of the temperature T
3 4

and the He number density, ng, but they may depend on the He number densi-

ty, n4.

An expansion for the e f fec t ive interact ion energy v , between two He

quasipart ic les with momentum ~p and p1 is given by Disatnik and Brucker [ 3 ] :

p.p1
(p - (2)

The expansion coefficients vfl, v^, and v~ are allowed to depend on n«, but not

on n, and T. Using eqs. (1) and (2), the energy density e of the solution can

be written as:

= e3 (m , Y ) + e4 + (3)

where e, (m*, y*) denotes the energy density of the gas of free He quasipar-

ticles, with parameters m* and y*, while £4 is the energy density of the He
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excitations. The quantities m*, y*, and e* are defined as:

*
Y = Y T , (5)

and e* = e 4 0 + e3n3 + \MQn\ , (6)

with E.Q the He ground state energy density. Both m* and y* are dependent on

n, and n*, but not on T. The dependence of m* on n, and n» will be character-

ized by Wo and w»:

"3 '-

and "̂s i
2.2. Low-aonaentration fixed-pressure expansions.

The low-concentration expansion of n», at fixed pressure P, can be approx-

imated by:

n4 = n4Q - (1 +a o )n 3 (9)

4
Here nAn is the number density of pure superfluid He at T = 0 and pressure P.

3
The quantity a is the excess molar volume of a single He atom in pure super-

4

fluid He under the same conditions. For future use, it is convenient to intro-

duce here also a special notation Sn for the velocity of first sound in pure4He, at T = 0 and pressure P. Both a and S can be related to the parameters

introduced earlier through the following relations:

2 2
n40
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3e,

n40

As given by eq.(9), the He number density n» is determined once the pressure P

and the ^He number density, n3, are specified. The absence of an explicit tempe-

rature dependence is the result of the approximation used, in which several

temperature dependent terms, representing contributions due to the various ex-
3

citations, were omitted. Some of these terms, representing He quasiparticle
effects, are given explicitly in ref. [3]. Both these, and the terms contrib-

uted by the phonon and the roton excitations, are typically very small and in

practice cannot be expected to have any meaningful effect on the analysis pre-

sented here.

Eq. (9) can be used to express the total density p = n3m3 + n^m^ in

terms of the 3He mass concentration c, defined as = n3m3/p. Expressions for

p and for its derivative with respect to c at constant temperature and pres-

sure are given by:

p = pQ {1 - C [ 1 - £ (1 + a Q ) ] } \ (12)

m. nu ,
(f§>P,T = P[1 " ̂ d + ao> ] { 1 - c [1 - ̂ (1 + «0)]}-\ (13)

3 4where m3 and m^ are the He and He atomic masses and p Q, defined as pQ ^^Q^>

is the total mass density in pure He. In the derivation of eq. (13), the de-

pendence of a on n3 is neglected

2.3. Effective masses m and m .

( I ) . By Disatnik and Brucker [ 3 ] , a new effective mass m was introduced, de-
fined as the value of m for n/i=nAn. This new parameter has a clear physical

3 4
content: i t is the effective mass of a single He impurity in pure He at T=0
and pressure P. By i ts def ini t ion, m depends on the pressure (via i ts depen-
dence on n»Q) but not on n3 or T. The fixed-pressure expansion can be used to
express m* (defined by eq.(4)) in terms of m :
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m = m0 [1 - 2mov1n3 ] . (14)

The parameter V-, is defined as:

7 1 ~ V1O + [ w 40 ( 1 + ao^2rnon40 ] ' ( 1 5 )

where v,Q and w-Q are the values for v-, and ŵ  respectively at n^ = n^Q.

( I I ) . An inert ial effective mass m can be associated with the contribution of

the He quasiparticles to the normal density, (pn)3 [2,3] :

n.1 , ^ . (16)
n

The relation between mQ and m is given by:

1 = m0 [1 + (e f/n3kBe0) - n ^ v ^ ] , (17)

with kB80 -= - ^ ( i ^ - ) , and yQ , (Y)n4=n4o . (18)

Here e f denotes the energy density of a gas of free He quasiparticles with a
pure parabolic energy spectrum, that is e, = eo(m*, 0). The parameter v~ is
defined as:

V2 E v20 + [w4Q(l + <xo)/mon40] , (19)

with V2Q the value for v2 at n4 =

2.4. Second-sound velocity.

The second-sound veloc

the Pomeranchuk-Khalatnikov formula [ 5 , 6 ] , given by:

3 4The second-sound veloci ty in a d i lu te He- He mixture i s , according to
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u2 = ! i f-2 ,3j> C2/_L£>

where a s a - c(|§) p > T . (21)

The quantity z is defined as z = p(u3 - p 4 ) , where y3 and u4 are the He and

He chemical potential per unit mass of the solution; a is the entropy per

unit mass of the solution. In the derivation of eq. (20), the thermal expan-
2 2sion is neglected, and the assumption is made that ut, « Uj.

The thermodynamic functions in the Pomeranchuk-Khalatnikov formula are |

composed of contributions from the free He quasiparticle gas, the He ex- I.

citations, and the potential energy density e*: f

Pn = (p n) 4 + n3m
I, (22)

a = a3 + a4, (23)

3cr3 do A

,c = <TT>P,c

^ = ( '
 + ( ^ + ^ ^

w i t h

The quantities a,, a,, oA, and a, are the contribution of the free He quasi-

particle gas and the He excitations to a and a. The contribution of the He

excitations to the normal density is denoted by (pn)4> F3 is the free energy

density of the He quasiparticle gas with parameters m* and y*, and F, is the

free energy density of the He excitations.

The various terms in the expressions given above will be calculated in

the following sections.
4

3 '-̂
2.5. Contributions of the He quasipartiale gas. -f.

3 -•*

In dilute He mixtures, and at temperatures above the fermi temperature, !3§
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the He quasiparticles can be regarded as behaving as a sl ight ly degenerate
fermi gas. Hence, the free energy density of this He quasiparticle gas, F3,
is given by

F3 = n3kBT [ 1 o g 2 Y -

wi th Y =

'3*B

n3h3

2(2irm*kgT)3/2 '

°'1 7 7 Y(1 + 5.635) - 0.0017Y ] , (27)

(28)

5 5 2m*Y*kRT , (29)

where kg is Boltzmann's constant and h is Planck's constant. The last two terms

in eq. (27) represent the deviation of F, from the free energy density of a

Maxwell-Boltzmann gas. The quantity Y is proportional to (T./T)3^2 with T, the

fermi temperature. The quantity £ originates from the p term in the He quasi-

particle spectrum and wi l l be approximated by ? «* m̂ Y kgT. ^ ' (27) ' i a s

calculated to f i r s t order in g and to second order in Y in a straightforward
manner [ 7,3].

From eq. (27), the contribution of the He quasiparticle gas to the va-

rious thermodynamic functions in eq. (20) can be calculated:

n k
a3 = _ L I [ i - 0.088Y(l-5.63?) + 0.0066Y2] [1 - W3 +

3 3 3
+ 7 Ti^ ̂  W4

n3m3 (30)

3 - 5.0| - 0.088Y(l - I.885) + 0.0066Y ] , (31)

3c
3 ^ 0.353Y(l+5.63?) - 0.0099Y2]

(32)

These expressions are given to second order in n3 apart from the terms propor-

tional to Y2. The energy density e f of a gas of free He quasiparticles with a
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pure parabolic energy spectrum is given by:

e f = n3kgT [ 1 + 0.177Y - 0.0033Y2 ) (33)

2.6. Contributions of the potential energy density e .

The quantity z*, defined as z* = (9e*/3c)p j, is given by:

z* = ^ t e3 + "3 v0 ] "

(34)

A parameter VQ can be introduced, defined as:

. ,2
v0 =

S
v00 "40

(35)

where vQ0 is the value of vQ for n4=n^0. I t can be arqued [ 3 ] that w i th in the

framework of the BBP theory 1Q= JVQ, where VQ «s - m̂ S aQ/n.Q is the zero momen-

tum l i m i t o f the quasipart ic le interact ion potential [ 8 ] .

Using the f ixed pressure expansion, and taking into account a l l terms up

to t h i r d order in "g/n^Q, we f i n d :

-3

7 [2

3 a_

9 a
o

40
- 2 u 4 Q ) ] } (36)

With Ufl

n40 3S

(37)
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Numerical values for m3, m^, aQ, n^aQ/dn^Q,
 and "40 are

m3 = 5.007 x 10'
24 g,

-90.

m, = 6.646 x 10 c* g,

aQ = .284

"40 * £ ' " »-M

and u 4 Q = 2.84

The value for an is based on measurements by Watson et al. [9], the values for
4the He Gruneisen constant U»Q and for n4o(3a

0/
3rW)) are taken from Abraham

et al. [10,11]. Using these values, eq. (36) reduces to:

2 2 2
2 az*/n "i n3 n3 - m4So
c ̂ i r^p T o v o + (T)(Tr-){8-02 vo -4-81 i P } •

OL r,i p u p n^Q u n^Q

2.7. Contributions of phonons and rotons.

In this section the contributions of both phonons and rotons to the various

thermodynamic functions in eq. (20) will be calculated.

The contribution of the phonon gas to ~o, denoted as ~o. , is given by:

p 0 4 4 p '

3

Since the f i rst -sound veloci ty depends only weakly on the number of He p a r t i -

cles per uni t volume, th is dependence is disregarded in the expression given

above.

The speci f ic heat and the entropy (per un i t mass of the solution) of pho-

nons and rotons (c . , a . » and c +> a
rQt) c a n be wr i t ten as a function of tempe-

rature using data from speci f ic heat measurements by Ph i l l ips et a l . [ 1 2 ] :

c = 2.04 x 105 T3 - 3.9 x 104 T5 erg d e g ' V 1 (40)
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c =i.66xl08[(M2)?+(M2)^l(^2)-*]exp(-'rot 4^

a h = 6.79 x 10
4 T3 - 7.8 x 103 T5

- 1.66 x

erg deg'V1 (41)

erg deg'V1. (42)

erg deg'V1- (43)

Because at temperatures below T = 650 mK the roton contribution to the speci-

fic heat and the entropy is small compared to the phonon contribution, the de-

pendence of c t and a . on n, and n- can be neglected. Likewise the depen-

dence on n3 and n. of the terms proportional to T in eqs. (40) and (42) will

be neglected. This leads to the following expressions for the contribution of

the He excitations to (-jrr)n T and ~o:

do.
-Uc ph

(44)

aA = 6.79 x 10* r [ 1-3 -^- uAn + -4 n4m4 40

- 7.8 x 103 T5 + a

( |§)p,T( 1 + 3 u40)^

ro t
erg deg" g" (45)

The quantity ( - )p T is small compared to ( )p T and wi l l therefore be

neglected
4

The contribution of the He excitations to the normal density can be

written as:

V p h (46)

For (pn)Du a"d (PnVof W'11C'1 a r e ^ne Pnonon ancl roton contributions to the
normal density, the following expressions wi l l be used:

RV
45

and (p n ) r o t = 5.81 T~̂  (1 + ^ ) exp [- 8.62/T] gem"-3 (48)
•M
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The expression for (pn)ro+
 nas been calculated using data from Phillips et al

together with values for the roton effective mass and the roton minimum mo-
mentum from neutron data by Henshaw et al. [ 13 ].

3. RESULTS ON mQ AND QQ

In this section, results on m and e will be presented. They were obtai-

ned by fitting expression (20) to our experimental data on the velocity of

second sound, given in table III of chapter IV.

In the previous sections, various quantities have been introduced. Numerical

values for some of these quantities are given in section 2.6. In addition,

values were used for S , p , and w 4 Q:

S Q = 238.3 ms"1,

p Q = 0.1451 gem"
3,

and w 4 Q = 1.21.

The values for S and p were taken from measurements by Whitney and Chase

[ 14 ] and Kerr and Tayler [15]. The value for w^Q is based on the work by

Edwards et al. [16]. This value is somewhat higher than the value W.Q * 1.12,

used by Baym [ 17] and Abraham et al. [ 18].

The parameters of the model on which the theory is based are m , e , V Q ,

v,, and Vp. In principle, all five parameters can be used in the fitting pro-

cedure. In practice, their number had to be reduced to three in order to get

meaningful results. This implies that values had to be chosen for the two

parameters.

Both m and e were used as parameters in the fitting procedure. The third

parameter was either VQ, V^, or Vp. As an illustration of the accuracy in the

values obtained for m and e , the results from three different sets of para-

meters will be presented.

(a). In addition to m and e^, vn was chosen as a parameter in the fitting pro-
— — — BBP 2 2 —

cedure. For Vj and v2 the following values were used:-Vj=0.78VQ M^SQ and v2=
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Q

/_ 2C 2/m4 S Q ; with V B B P defined as V B B P = - m 4S o
2a o

2/n 4 Q. These values- 3.9
were reported by Brucker et a l . [ 1 9 ] , who f i t t e d the i r expression for the

second-sound veloci ty to experimental data on th is quant i ty , reported by

Brubaker et a l . [ 2 0 ] , for temperatures below the fermi-temperature. The re-

sults we obtained for m /m~, e . and Vn are: m /m, = 2.23, Qn = 14 K and Vn =

0.16 VBBP.

(b) . The same set of parameters was chosen, but now the zero-concentration va-

lues of the interact ion expansion coef f ic ients v, and Vp were taken to be e-

qual to zero: V,Q = V?Q = 0. This implies that the quant i t ies 7 , and v~ are

given by V1 = w4 Q ( l + ao)/2mQn40 and V2 = w4 Q ( l + <*o)/mon40. The results are:

mo/m3 = 2.20, QQ = 10 K, and 7Q = 0.94

32.0

31.5-

31.0-

n

30.5-

30.0
r

20.5

20.0-19.5

1 1 1

ms-1 ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^

i

i

_ 4-_—-^..._
y

X x1O2

I I I

-

T=500mK

—

T=200mK

>

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Fig. 1. Velocity of second sound as a function of concentra-
tion for T=200 mK and T=500 mK. The dashed line has
been calculated (see text)t circles represent experi-
mental data.
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(c). According to the BBP theory, the long wavelength effective interaction
3 BBP

potential between two He quasiparticles of opposite spin is given by Vn=Vn =
2p u u

~m4So ao /n40* J t w a s s h o w n by B^a m f21^ t h a t vo i s s o m e w n a t higher then
v8B P , and approximately given by Vn * 1.1 V~ . Since i t can be arqued that
_y « u BBP
v = JVQ, th is leads to a value for vQ of vQ = 0.55 Vfi . This value was used
in the f i t t i n g procedure, and v, was chosen as a th i rd parameter. Furthermore,

we took v9 n = 0, so that V9 = w , n ( l + O / m r\An. The results are: m /m,=2.20,

0O = 11 K, and Vj = - 1.6 V ° B l / r y S 0 \

In f i g . 1, the second-sound veloci ty is plot ted as a function of the He mo-

la r concentration X for T = 200 mK and T = 500 mK. The c i rc les represent va l -

ues for Ur j , found by interpolat ion of the experimental resu l ts ; the dashed

l ine has been calculated using the Pomeranchuk-Khalatnikov formula, together

with the last set of values for the various parameters (c ) .

4. CONCLUSION.

We consider the last set of values as the best results which can be de-
rived from our experimental data. The uncertainty in the value for v\ is
rather large, and is of the order of the value itself. The best results

f
for m and e are: s

mo/m3 = 2.20 + 0.04,

and eQ = (11 + 3) K.

These values are in excellent agreement with the values m /m3 = 2.19 and e =
10 K, obtained by Brucker et al. from the Brubaker data at temperatures be-
low the fermi temperature.

The value eQ = (11 t 3) K is equivalent to Yo=(9.0+2.5)xl0
36s2g"2cm2.

Within the given accuracy, this last value agrees quite well with the value
of 7.0 x 10 s g cm , which was calculated by Ebner [22] using a simple hy-
drodynamic model.

3
Although the momentum expansions of both the He quasiparticle energy and

the effective interaction are not expected to be valid in the classical regime
for the He quasiparticles, it has been verified by Brucker et al. [ 191 that
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the theory based on these expansions works even at temperatures somewhat high-
er than the appropriate degeneracy temperature. The present work (in which
temperatures up to 650 mK and concentrations down to 0.173x10 were explored)
shows that the theory is actually valid at temperatures much higher than the
appropriate degeneracy temperature.
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SAMENVATTING.

In dit proefschrift worden twee onderzoeken beschreven waarvan het ene is

uitgevoerd in superfluide He en het andere in verdunde oplossingen van He in
4
He, eveneens in het superfluide gebied. In beide gevallen is gebruik gemaakt

van temperatuurgolven (tweede geluid).

Het onderzoek dat in het eerste deel van dit proefschrift wordt beschre-

ven, is uitgevoerd in superfluide He. Dit onderzoek bestaat uit een aantal

pogingen om de frequentie waar te nemen waarmee gequantiseerde vortices wor-

den gevormd, wanneer een verschil in chemische potentiaal wordt aangelegd over

een meer korte kanalen van voldoend kleine diameter. Geprobeerd is om deze fre-

quentie waar te nemen ofwel direct, ofwel door de vorming van vortices te syn-

chroniseren met behulp van het tweede geluid (ac Josephson effect).

In hoofdstuk I wordt een kort overzicht gegeven van de theorie die leidt

tot het verband tussen de vorming van gequantiseerde vortices en het aangeleg-

de verschil in chemische potentiaal. In dit hoofdstuk wordt bovendien een kor-

te beschrijving gegeven van het Richards-Anderson experiment, waarvan aanvan-

kelijk ten onrechte aangenomen werd dat het een bewijs leverde voor het be-
4

staan van het ac Josephson effect in superfluide He.
In hoofdstuk II wordt het apparaat beschreven waarmee de experimenten zijn

uitgevoerd die beschreven staan in hoofdstuk III. Deze experimenten hebben riet

geleid tot het waarnemen van de gezochte effecten.

Het onderzoek dat in het tweede deel van dit proefschrift beschreven staat,
3 4heeft betrekking op verdunde superfluide He- He mengsels in het temperatuur-

3 -2
gebied tussen 100 mK en 650 mK bij molaire He-concentraties tussen .173x10

_2
en 1.00x10 . Het model waarmee deze mengsels kunnen worden beschreven, is dat
van een gas van zwak wissel werkende excitaties. Deze excitaties zijn de He-

4
quasideeltjes en, evenals in zuiver He, fononen en rotonen.

In hoofdstuk IV wordt een experiment beschreven waarbij een resonantie-

techniek is gebruikt om waarden voor de voortplantingssnelheid van het tweede

geluid (u,,) en de viscositeit (n) te bepalen in genoemde mengsels. De gebruik-

te resonator is van het Helmholtz-type. Een theoretische uitdrukking wordt af-
4

geleid voor de resonantiekrommen. Aangezien in zuiver He boven T=1.4K waarden
voor UJJ en n beschikbaar zijn, werden in dit gebied resonantiekrommen gemeten

om waarden te kunnen bepalen voor enkele bij de analyse van de resonator inge-

voerde geometriefactoren. Met de gebruikte resonantietechniek kunnen nauwkeu-

riger waarden voor u u worden bepaald dan met de tot nu toe in verschillende
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experimenten gebruikte pulstechniek.

In hoofdstuk V worden de gevonden waarden van UJJ gebruikt nm informatie

te verkrijgen over het energiespectrum van en de interactie tussen de He-qua-

sideeltjes. Aangezien de metingen zijn uitgevoerd bij temperaturen boven de

fermitemperatuur, werd een bestaande theorie aangepast voor gebruik in dit
3

temperatuurgebied. Voor de effectieve massa van een enkel He-quasideeltje in
4 3

zuiver He werd een waarde gevonden van 2.20 maal de atomaire He-massa. Uit

dit resultaat kan worden geconcludeerd dat de gebruikte modellen, die het e-

nergiespectrum van en de interactie tussen de He-quasideeltjes beschrijven

voor temperaturen beneden de fermitemperatuur, ook bruikbaar zijn in het klas-

sieke gebied voor de He-quasideeltjes.
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CURRICULUM VITAE.

Op verzoek van de faculteit der wiskunde en natuurwetenschappen volgt

hier een overzicht van mijn studie.

Na in 1965 het diploma HBS-B te hebben behaald aan het St. Bonaventura

Lyceum te Leiden begon ik mijn studie aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. In

1968 legde ik het kandidaatsexamen af in de wis- en natuurkunde met bijvak

sterrenkunde. Het doctoraal-examen experimentele natuurkunde met bijvak klas-

sieke mechanica legde ik af in 1972.

Vanaf mijn kandidaatsexamen was ik werkzaam in de werkgroep He II, die

onder leiding staat van Dr. H.C. Kramers. Na aanvankelijk Dr. G. van der

Heijden te hebben geassisteerd bij zijn onderzoek naar stromingsverschijnse-

len in He II, begon ik aan een onderzoek naar het ac Josephson effect en
4

vortex-synchronisatie verschijnselen in He II. Na mijn doctoraal examen kwam
ik in dienst bij de stichting "Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie" (FOM), en
zette ik dit onderzoek voort. Na afsluiting hiervan verrichtte ik een onder-

3 4

zoek naar second-sound snelheden en viscositeiten in verdunde He- He meng-

sels bij lage temperaturen.

In de periode 1971-1977 assisteerde ik bij het werkcollege behorende bij

het college Elementaire Statistische Fysica van Dr. H.C. Kramers. Het laatste

jaar werd ik belast met de leiding van dit werkcollege.

De Stichting FOM stelde mij in 1974 in staat de zomerschool "The quan-

tum liquids" te St. Andrews bij te wonen.

Dank ben ik verschuldigd aan allen die hebben bijgedragen aan het tot

stand komen van dit proefschrift.

Bij het uitvoeren van de experimenten die beschreven zijn in het eerste

deel van dit proefschrift werd ik achtereenvolgens geassisteerd door Drs.

P.J.J. Peters, Drs. R.R. IJsselstein en de heer R. Rensma. Drs. L.P.J. Husson

assisteerde bij de metingen die verricht zijn met behulp van de mengkoelma-

ch i ne.

Het theoretisch werk verricht door Dr. Y. Disatnik was onmisbaar voor de

in dit proefschrift gebruikte analyse van de Helmholtz - resonator. Discus-

sies met Dr. Y. Disatnik, Dr. J. Wiebes en Drs. M.P. de Goeje heb ik zeer op

prijs gesteld.

De heer T. Nieboer construeerde de verschillende apparaten. De heer W.

Klijn was behulpzaam bij het oplossen van electronische problemen.

De tekeningen voor dit proefschrift werden vervaardigd door de heer J.Bij.
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De engelse tekst werd gecorrigeerd door Dr. R.C. Thiel, het typewerk werd
verzorgd door mevr. M.G. de Jong - v.d. Meijde.
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STELLINGEN

I. Met de in dit proefschrift gebruikte resonantietechniek is het mogelijk

in verdunde He- He mengsels nauwkeuriger waarden voor de voortplantings-

snelheid van het tweede geluid te bepalen dan met de tot nu toe gebruik-

te pulstechniek.

II. De modellen die door Disatnik en Brucker gebruikt worden om het energie-
3

spectrum van en de interactie tussen de He quasideeltjes in een verdund
3 4

He- He mengsel te beschrijven voor temperaturen beneden de fermitempe-

ratuur, kunnen ook met succes worden toegepast in het klassieke gebied.

Y. Disatnik en H. Bpuoker, J. Low Temp. /'/.•;/;?. 7(197II)49'].

Dit; proej'sahriftj hoofdstuk V.

III. De bewering van Maki, dat het thermo-electrisch effect verantwoordelijk

is voor het gemeten grote Hall-effect in z.g. "vuile" type II superge-

leiders, berust op een verkeerde interpretatie van de experimentele si-

tuatie.

K. Maki, J. Low Temp. Vhys. U1969)-115.

IV. Susceptibiliteitsrnetingen van Dahlberg e.a. hebben aangetoond dat de

spinglastemperatuur van AgMn met lage concentratie Mn onafhankelijk is

van de gebruikte meetfrequentie. Hun conclusie, dat een frequentieaf-

hankeiijke spinglastemperatuur alleen een eigenschap zou zijn van hoog-

geconcentreerde legeringen, is niet gefundeerd.

E.D. Dahïbepg, M. Ilar>diman3 /?. Oii\u.'k cv. f'. :^n:h:ti\:3 Fhijs. Rcï>.

Lett. 4?A1979)401.

V. Het is mogelijk kernkoeling te verwezenlijken door rotatie in een con-

stant magneetveld van intermetallische Pr-verbindingen met een aniso-

trope Van Vleck-susceptibiliteit.



VI. Het ongerechtvaardigde gebruik van de bener.iing isotherm voor die vorm

van het derde geluid in de He-II film waarin de temperatuur van de

film wordt bepaald door verdampings- en condensatieprocessen, leidt bij

Jelatis e.a. tot een foutieve uitdrukking voor de voortplantingssnel-

heid van het derde geluid in adiabatische omstandigheden.

G.J. Jelatis, J.A. Roth en J.D. Maynard, Phys. Rev. Lett. 42(1979)

1285.

VII . De juistheid van de door Fradin en Cinader gegeven verklaring voor de

waargenomen temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de kernspin - roosterreiaxa-
93t i e t i j d van Nb in Nb^Al en NboSn is aan twi j fe l onderhevig.

FA'. Fradin en G. Cinader, Phys. Rev. 816(1977)73.

VIII. Het onlangs door Rusby en Swenson by T = 0,5 K gevonden verschil tussen

de met twee CMN-eenkristallen bepaalde magnetische temperaturen, maakt

een nieuw onderzoek aan CMN thermometers noodzakelijk.

IX. De conclusie van Greywall dat verschillende in de literatuur gebruikte
3

uitdrukkingen voor de energie van een He quasi deeltje in een verdund
3 4

He- He mengsel niet verenigbaar zijn met de door hem gevonden experi-

mentele waarden voor de soortelijke warmte, is onvoldoende gefundeerd.

D.S. Greywall, Phys. Rev. Lett. 41(1978)177.

X. Er dient zo spoedig mogelijk te worden vastgesteld of een zeilplank

in wettelijk opzicht als een vaartuig dan wel als een drijvend voor-

werp moet worden beschouwd.

A.G.M, van der Boog Leiden, 12 september 1979


